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Bush win

Gore says election is not over yet
RON FOUlt'IIER

USU volleyball
team
qualifies
for the
NCAA
YOLLIYIALLtournaCHN.\f'IONSMI~
ment for
the first time in school
history. The Aggies take
on Missouri Friday in
Provo.
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Associated Press

Al Gore sought a speedy
hand recount of Florida's contested ballots Tuesday to ensure
"no question, no cloud" hangs
over the nation's 43rd president. A judge rejected his
timetable, Democratic lawyers
vowed to appeal and
Republicans demanded, "It's
time to wrap this up."
As the campaign played out
in five separate courtrooms, the
vice president sought to accelerate the proceedings to avoid
further testing of the public's
patience three weeks after
Election Day:
"Seven days, starting tomorrow, for a full and accurare
count of all the votes," the vice
president said shortly before his
lawyers asked Circuit Judge N.
Sanders Sauls to order the
recount of 13,000 questionable
ballots in two Democratic
counties.
The judge instead scheduled
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a Saturday hearing and ordered
the ballots - along with one or
two voting machines - sent to
Tallahassee in case he agrees
that a recount is needed. Bush's
lawyers objected to Gore's
timetable, saying they needed
time to p_reparetheir case
agamst him.
Sauls is working against a
Dec. 12 deadline for states to
assign presidential electors.
'We could count until
everybody is slap-happy, but if
no one is on the same page, I
don't know what's being
accomplished," Sauls said,
explaining why he wanted one
broad-ranging hearing before
considering Gore's recount
request.
The political morass
stretched to the U.S. Supreme
Court, with Bush's lawyers asking the nine justices to bring
"legal finality" to the election
by overturning Florida's top
►SEE PRESIDENT
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SUPPORTERS OF presidential candidate George W. Bush protest outside the residence of Vice

President Al Gore in Washington, D.C., Sunday./Chuck Kennedy photo, Knight-Ridder Tribuae

While some shop, others protest consumerism
Senior Writer

JESSICA WARREN

The day after Thanksgiving,
the biggest shopping day of the
year, is not just about shopping
at 6 a.m.
For people like Chris
Emmett, operations manager
of Kmart in Sandy, the third
Friday in November is the
beginning of the busy holiday

Senior Writer

>ALMANAC
U.S. Admiral
Richard E. Byrd, having
led a voyage to the
mostly unexplored
continent, Antarctica,
accomplished the first
flight across the South
Pole on Nov. 29, 1929.
On Nov. 29, 1963,
one week after
President John F.
Kennedy was fatally
shot while riding in a
motorcade in Dallas,
Texas, President
Lyndon B. Johnson
established a special
commission, headed
by Supreme Court
Chief Justice Earl
Warren, to investigate
the assassination.

season.

Six weeks in advance,
Emmett receives the list of
items that will be in the advertisement. Three to four weeks
before, the merchandise arrives
and is stored i.none area in the
back until the night before.
Emmett said he hires 20
people to come in the night
before to set up displays, which
are designed and assigned a
place in the store beforehand.
For the holiday season,
Emmett said he hires SOto 60
extra employees who start the
week of Thanksgiving.
"That's a lot of training to
get new associates ready for the
onslaught," Emmett said.
The stocking crew is kept
on hand to reload the shelves
with ad items.
For others, the day after
Thanksgiving is not about
profits or sale items. In fact, it's
exactly the opposite.
Adbusters.org, based in
Canada, is a not-for-profit
organization to change the way
the world consumes and

>WEATIIER

Today will be mostly
cloudy with a high of
45 and a low of 28.
Thursday will be partly
cloudy with a high of
43 and a low of 20.

•·.:'ites.

fhe organization declared
November 24, the day after
Thanksgiving, Buy Nothing

BY 8 A.M. FRIDAY, the Layton Wal-Mart was already seeing lines
of people for its after-Thanksgiving sales./ Jessica Warren photo

Day. The idea was to get away
from commercialism and consumensm.
Sander Lazar organized an
Adbusters campaign in Salt
Lake City. A group stood outside between the city ZCMI
Center and Crossroads Mall on
Main Street in Salt Lake,
handing out "zero dollar bills."

On one side these bills had
reasons to reduce consumerism, such as avoiding
debt because the average
American takes six months to
pay off Christmas spending.
The other side suggested
► SEE SHOPPING
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Looking out for student
interests, the Associated
Students of Utah State
University Executive
Council voted to recommend changes in tuition
payment and obtaining
computer printouts.
Comparative institutions
offer alternatives to the
lump-sum method of paying tuition at the beginning
of the semester.
Colorado State
University allows three
equal installments during
the semester.
Other universities, like
the University of California
Davis, require an administrative fee to cover costs of
collection and additional
duties that come with multiple payments.
State schools in Utah
also provide payment plans.
Weber State University
accepts 10 payments for
the year with a $60 application fee.
Utah State currently has
a deferment plan, which is
65 percent up front and 35
percent later in the semester, with a $22 service
charge.
"It'sjust student-friendly
and that's what we're here
for," said Sandra Keil,
Natural Resources senator.
Keil said having a pay-

ment plan would help students avoid taking out
loans.
Danielle Gardner,
Family Life senator, said
requiring such a large sum
of money at one time
deters students from
attending at all.
"That is one of the reasons they go to Salt Lake
Community College,"
Gardner said.
Eric Worthen, Graduate
Studies vice president, said
the transition from quarters to semesters also kept
many students from returning because the amount
due at one time was
increased.
Bradley Bishop, Student
Advocate, said an analogy
can be made with housing
in the area. Apartment
complexes offering monthly payment plans fill up
much faster than those
requiring the full amount
up front. He said landlords
have to actively recruit tenants.
This recommendation
will be taken to Stater's
Council on December 6.
Stater's Council is a meetmg with members of
ASUSU and administrators.
Also to be taken to the
council is a recommenda► SEE ASUSU
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Two Aggie TV movie channels aim to please both families and students at USU
WILL BETH1ANN

>AGGIENEWS
To edit or not to edit - that is the
NUGGETS question
Aggie Television (ATV) has
Staff Writer

The Hard
News Cafe,
a studentmanaged
Web site,
was
named
the second best
site in
the
region
by the
~Society
of
Professional Journalists.
Other journalism students will intern with
the Sundance Film
Festival and the 2002
Winter Olympics.

ASUSUwill bring suggestions

to administrationon Dec. 6

JESSICA WARREN

wrestled with over the past year. ATV
has decided to show a few unedited Rrated movies per month, and some
students are upset.
Last year, ATV heard arguments
from students who felt there were too
many family movies on the channel
and students who felt that there wasn't enough family programming. In an
effort to appease both sides, ATV split
its single movie channel into two Channel 23, known as Aggie Cinema,
and Channel 24, known as Family
Cinema.
"Dividing into two channels mostly
eliminated the complaints," said Andy
Hofmeister, assistant director of
Housing Services. "Last year, it sometimes seemed like one camp wanted
all family movies and the other side
wanted no family movies."
Some students want ATV to return

to its policy of editing R-rated
movies. Mike Grubbs, a junior public
relations major, said he won't watch
unedited R-rated movies.
"It's cool that they added a family
channel, but in a sort of selfish way
I'd like to see them still edit," he said.
"Because of my LDS beliefs I don't
watch those (R-rated) movies anymore. I don't have a huge problem
with it coming into my home. If I
don't want to see it, I don't turn it on.
I'd just like to watch movies like
"Rules of Engagement" or "The
Patriot." I think ATV should find out
what the majority of students want. If
the majority want it the way it is now,
I'm fine with that."
Hofmeister said the current ATV
contract allows them to show 18
movies per month, 14 of which are
selected by a student committee, and
four of which are selected by the
Residence Life staff.
However, he added that the edited
and unedited version of a movie each
count as one selection, so showing

both versions would reduce the overall number of movies ATV could offer
each month.
Hofmeister also
noted students can have
any channel blocked.
"I don't know why
someone would want to
block the Home and
Garden channel, for
example, but if plants
offended them, we
could block it,"
Hofmeister said.
Some students
seemed happy
with ATV's service. Fermin
Recarte, who is
working on his
master's degree in second language
education, believes ATV is doing its
best to please the student populace .
Recarte lives on campus with his wife,
Denice, and their two daughters, and
they have watched ATV for years.
"I think they're doing a good job.

It's hard to make everybody happy.
The only complaint I have is that if
you have a problem on the
weekend, there's nobody to
call," he said. "Last year I
missed an NBA finals game
because the channel blacked
out on Friday afternoon and
no one was there [at ATV]
until Monday morning."
Darren Putnam, a
jumor liberal arts major,
has been living on campus
with his wife, Holly, and
their three children until
very recently. Putnam
liked the idea of having
a separate channel for
family movies, but he
said ATV needs to be
more careful about what it shows.
"I got a topless shot of a woman
today on [Family Cinema] right in the
middle of the day. I think the movie
was "Airplane . " If they say it's going
to be for family, they need to be sure
it really is," Putnam said.
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Aristidepledgesdiverse,democraticrule
MICHAEL NORTON

AssociatedPress
PORT-AU-PRI:'.'JCE, Haiti (AP) Jean-Bertrand Aristide moved to dispel
fears he will rule Haiti as a dictator
after an election that he seems certain
to have won.
Breaking a six-year silence on political issues a day after the presidential
vote, Aristide said the opposition would
he welcome in his government and
denied charges h~ would squelch
Haiti's nascent democracy.
"There will be a place for everyone
in my government," Aristide said
Monday at his first news conference
since 1994. "To have a peaceful Haiti,
the opposition is indispensable .... It is
part of our democratic fate."
Opposition groups that boycotted
the election have accused Aristide of
plotting a dictatorship or planning to
make himself president for life, echoing
the Duvalier family that ruled by terror
from 1957 to 1986.
"It's not on my agenda," Aristide
said.
The fiery former priest, who became
Haiti's first freely elected president in
1990, did not declare victory in
Sunday's vote, out he spoke as if he
were president. Preliminary results
were expected Tuesday.
Aristide said the election was a victory for democracy and that a "huge
majority" voted. The electoral council,
which opponents charge is loaded with
Aristide partisans, said turnout was 60.5
percent ..
Opposition groups charged that ballot boxes were stuffed and turnout was

and presidential candidate Jean-Bertrand Aristide listens
to a question during press conference in Port-Au-Prince one day after the the country's
presidential election. Aristide, who is expected t_owin, ran_virtually _unconte~t~I ~fter three
major opposition candidates boycotted the elections, allegmg gross uregulanties m the past
May legislative elections./ AFP photo by Mike Nielsen

dismal.
"They are hallucinating," opposition
leader Herve Denis said. "The election
was illegitimate. Aristide docs not have
a mandate to govern."
Signaling a cool response to the
promise of inclusion, Denis said an
opposition coalition would create "a
peaceful alternative" to Aristide and his
Lavalas Family party.
His statement suggested the country
could remain locked in a power struggle that has stymied development and

foreign aid and left many Haitians as
poor and hungry as ever.
Aristide confronts a mammoth task
in keeping his election promise of
"peace of mind, peace in the belly."
Most of the impoverished Caribbean
nation's 8 million people are unemployed and illiterate.
After threatening to cut aid follow>SEE

ARISTIDE
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Public thinks Bush won Florida, but split on Gore concession
WILL LESTER

.
WASHINGTON - Americans by
· more than a 2-1 margin think George
W. Bush has won the presidency, says a
poll released Tuesday, but they are even. · ly divided on the question of whether Al
Gore should concede the presidency.
The NBC Poll showed the public was
split - 49 percent apiece - on whether
or not Gore should concede or await the
tesults from cases filed in the courts. A
third of those polled Monday night by
NBC News said they saw the vice president's plea for patience on national television.
Two polls taken after the certifi<;ation
but prior to Gore's speech - taken by
CNN-USA Today-Gallup and ABC
News-\Vashington Post - showed that
almost six in 10 thought it was time for
Gore to concede.
Asked whether Bush was right to
c.:laimvictory and set up a transition

operation, just over half in the NBC
News poll, 51 percent, said he should
have waited. i\Iore than four of 10
th0t 1 ght he was right to claim victory.
People were about evenly split in the
NBC poll on whether the Florida secretary of state's decision to certify Bush
the winner was "based on a fair, unbiased process" or not.
By about a 2-1 margin, those in the
poll said they were comfortable with
each of the candidates and were prepare<l to support them.
"It looked to me like Gore got a raw
deal," said Noel Mc.:Coy, 56, u( Newton,
ivTass. "I think he should fight, and I
admire him for fighting."
Gore pleaded for patience Monday
night as polls suggested his support
could slip away.
"Our country will be stronger, not
weaker, if our next president assumes
office following a process that most
Americans believe is fair," said Gore,
who has challenged the Florida certified

results in court.
"I think Gore should give up and say
good luc.:kto Bush," said 21-year-old
Peter Greene of Concord, NJ -I., who
voted for Gore.
Such public opinion measured just
after a big event like the Florida certification of Bush as winner or the Gore
spee<.:hmay be more a snapshot of the
emotional reaction to an event. It could
take several days to get a more settled
picture of public opinion.
The NBC '\Jews poll of 490 adults
was taken Monday night and has an
error margin of 4.5 percentage points.
The ABC-Post poll of 607 adults was
taken Sunday night. The CNN-USA
Today-Gallup poll was taken Sunday
and Monday nights. Both have error
margins of 4 percentage points.
The polls did not reflect a shift in
feeling about who should be president,
with people about as evenly split as they
were on the remarkably close Election
Day.
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PAGE, Ariz. (AP) - Four members of an Orem, Utah, family
have been killed in a head-on collision in Arizona.
Wayne Fairbanks, 50, his wife Elaine, 47, and two of their sons
- Daniel, 18, and Joseph, 16 - were killed in the accident
Sunday night on U.S. 89 about 15 miles south of Page.
Arizona Department of Public Safety spokesman Officer Mark ,
Hall said a pickup driven by Ace Charles of Cameron, Ariz.,
crossed the centerline and struck the Fairbanks' car head-on.
Charles, 18, and one of his passengers, Devaniel Charles, 31,
were listed in fair condition Monday at the hospital in Page. Leeta
Baraga, 24, also was taken to the hospital but was not listed as
having been admitted.
The Fairbanks family was returning home from a holiday trip.
"They were givers, always giving to others, so they didn't accumulate much," Richard Fairbanks said Monday as he was trying
to make funeral arrangements for his brother.
Elaine Fairbanks "had a smile as wide as the Grand Canyon,"
said Diane VanDyke, a co-worker.
Wayne and Elaine Fairbanks had worked at The Utah County
Journal, he as an editor and she as a receptionist, until they
recently quit,
"She had just stopped in to visit all of us Wednesday before
going to spend Thanksgiving with their daughter, Bonnie, in
Texas," VanDyke said.
"She took in every stray cat and always worried about and visited everybody else. If ever a person <liedwith no regrets, it was
her."

FORl\1ER HAITIAN PRESIDENT

Polls show popular choice of the peop~e
Associated Press

2

Specialreportlooks into suicide
of county'stop prosecutor
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - A special report into the suicide of the
county's top prosecutor reveals a man with deep financial troubles
and a gambling addiction that threatened to ruin his political
career .
Hillsborough County State Attorney Harry Lee Coe was
$150,000 in debt and had bounced $47,000 in checks at area dog
tracks, according to the results of a four-month investigation
released Monday.
½'hen reporters began probing Coe's gambling addiction
before his death, he illegally erased public records on his office
computer to cover up hundreds of visits to online gambling sites.
Coe, 68, also "borrowed" campaign finances to cover his debts
and didn't disclose the loans as is required by state law, said the
report by Pinellas County State Attorney Bernie McCabe, who
was appointed by Gov. Jeb Bush to investigate Coe's suicide.
Investigators found no evidence of foul play in his death.
Coe, who was running for a third term, shot himself in the
chest in July, amid a governor-ordered investigation of his personattinances 'ancl his handling of public records.
Coe's eldest son, Harry Lee Coe Iv, said he wasn't surprised by
the investigation's findings. He said his father never discussed the
debts and called his father's gambling problems an addiction.
"He would just sit there and think. It was a place to get his
head clear," the younger Coe said. "But that's a dangerous place to
do that. Costly and destructive."

Arlingto~mayjoin 2012 Olympics
ARLINGTON, Texas (AP) - Supporters of North Texas'
bid for 2012 Olympics may not have to wait until then to see
the Olympic torch in the Dallas-Fort Worth area.
1
Residents want to spend an estimated $25,000 to $55,000
to bring the 2002 Olympic Winter Sames Torch Relay to the
mid-cities.
The expenditures would be required for Arlington workers
and services in connection with the torch's proposed route in
December 2001 on its way to Salt Lake City, where the
Winter Games will be held.
Officials with the Dallas 2012 Olympic Bid Commi~tee,
said the event could help elevate the region's campaign to win
the Summer Games.
"Arlington is the birthplace of the 2012 Olympic effort,"
Richard Greene, bid committee president, told the Arlington
Morning News in Tuesday's editions. "It's an important event
in itself, but it is also important because we're looking at possibly hosting the Games. It could give the area more attention."
Greene, a former Arlington mayor, said the Dallas 2012
group is not involved with the torch run. Cities contacted to
participate were selected solely by the 2002 Winter Olympic
group.
Members of the Salt Lake Organizing Committee will
announce the torch route in December.
"We're not going to release any information until Dec. 4,"
said Kirsten Bailey, a SLOC spokeswoman.

Formercouncilmansays law
conflicts with amendment
SALT LAKE CITI (AP) - A federal judge has taken under
advisement arguments over whether the federal law that prohibits
the possession of firearms by those under domestic-violence protection orders conflicts with the Second Amendment.
Former Blanding City Council member Randee Lee Bayles, 49,
was prohibited from harassing his ex-wife under a protection order
issued last year by a state judge.
According to court documents, Bayles spoke to an undercover
federal agent in August, claiming he owned about 100 rifles and
between_75 and 85 handguns. He allegedly told the agent that he
had to hide some of them because of an "order that his ex-wife
had obtained from the courts." Federal agents searched Bayles'
house and seized an armful of weapons.
Bayles' attorney, Brad Rich, argued that his client is entitled to
have guns.
"He has a right under the Second Amendment to bear arms,"
Rich told U.S. District Judge Dale Kimball at a Monday hearing.
Kimball asked Rich if the constitutionality of the federal law
that provided the legal basis for Bayles' arrest should be a question
for his court or the 10th Circuit Court of Appeals in Denver.
"I acknowledge it is an argument that is going to be an issue
they are going to have to deal with," Rich said.
Federal prosecutor Brett Tolman said the judge could make a
determination without wai?ng for the appeals court.
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Staff Writer

Students who have a general
interest in bicycling can join
the cycling club formed this
year under the Council for
Student Clubs and
Organizations, but if they want
to race, they'll have to wait
until USU has a cycling club
approved for recognition as a
campus recreation club.
Tommy Murphy, cycling
club president, said, "We are a
CSCO, and we will become a
campus recreation club."
Murphy said it's important
to be approved as a campus
recreation club so students can
compete in National
Collegiate Cycling Association
competitions.
Deanne Williams, director
bf campus recreation,
explained that the difference
between the two has to do with
funding and liability. Campus
recreation clubs are required to
meet all university policies and

littl~ <•
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Librariescollect
moneyfor books
The University
Libraries at USU have
kicked off a fund raising
campaign to assist the
library programs at USU.
The Libraries Make a
Difference phonathon
camraign will continue
unti February 2001.
USU students will staff
phone banks in O Id Main
and will telephone parents
of current students as well
as those who have donated
to the libraries through
the phonathon in the past
two years, said Trina
Shelton, phonathon coordinator for University
Libraries.
Parents will be asked to
donate the cost of two
books, or about $120.
The average cost of an
academic book is $58,
Shelton said.
Journal subscriptions
average $340 and electronic databases cost from $50
to thousands of dollars,
she said.
During the past three
years, parents and family
members of students have
contributed more than
$130,000 to help purchase
these resources at USU.
These contributions help
provide the best library
servicerossible to the students o USU, Shelton
said.
"Individual support,
such as that received
through the phonathon, is
essential for the continued
growth and improvement
of the USU Libraries,"
Shelton said.
University Libraries is a
division of Information
and Learning Resources at
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this is the first diib seeking
Campus Recreation status in
the 12 years she has been at
USU.

the benefits listed above.
About 50 people attended
the cycling club's opening
social on Nov. 16.
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dub is cycling. He said the
officers all have different interests - road racing, mountain
biking, cyclocross and just rid-

►PRESIDENT
From Page 1
court and ending any further
recounts. The case has the
"potential to change the outcome of the presidential election in Florida, and thus the
nation," Bush lawyers said in
legal papers.
Gore's legal team argued in
its high court brief that the
issue "does not belong in fed.era! court." They want the jus'rices to back the Florida
Supreme Court, a Democraticleaning body that extended the
deadline for recounts. U.S.
Supreme Court oral arguments
are set for Friday.
The vice president made his
case for the second day in a
row for further recounts,
announcing the shift in legal
strategy during a brief
exchange with reporters in
Washington.
"What is wrong with counting th~ vo\es?" Gor~ asked.
Bush's team quickly noted ,
that the southern Florida bal-1,, r'
lots had already been tabulated
'by machine. "He proposes yet
another count and another
deadline," Bush spokeswoman
<:Karen Hughes said in Austin,
Texas. "Common sense does

lBriefs

not allow it."
tions while Bush was still
GOP vice presidential canahead.
didate Dick Cheney, appearing
An NBC poll showed the
on NBC, said he believes "that
country divided. With a fracit's time to wrap this up. That
tion of those polled having
we've had the election, we've
watched Gore's Monday night
had the count, we've had the
plea for patience, half said he
recount. Now we've had the
should concede and half said
certification of George W.
he should fight. The country
Bush as winner in Florida, and,
was equally split on who
therefore, the winner of the
should be the next president.
presidential election. And to
Though Democratic leaders
stretch it out, as Vice President
remained firmly in Gore's corGore is doing ... is really
ner, there was talk that the
unprecedented and it's going to election needed to be settled.
create some problems."
"The time has come for this to
Secretary of State Katherine
come to a close," Rep. Bud
Harris, a Bush partisan, certiCramer, D-Ala., said in statefied the Texas governor's 537ment that mentioned neither
vote victory Sunday. If the
Bush nor Gore. An aide, Grace
totals stand, Bush would be
Robinson, later said Cramer
awarded the state's 25 electors,
"does not think that Gore
should concede at this point."
putting him a single vote over
A number of Gore advisers
the 270 electoral votes required
privately expressed fears that
to win the presidency.
ihe p~blic will soon grow
. Wit~ their president~al
weary ol' the political drama
dreams at stalfo, the fierce pub¥~r~lation~ ';8,f!lp?,ignroar~c\ . unless an end is in sight. Gore's
speedy hearing proposal was
onward: Democrats scoured
designed to buy his lawyers
the courts for a quick legal vietime.
tory to bolster Gore's sagging
'We're very mindful of
public opinion polls;
Republicans tried to shut down what's good for the country
and we certainly don't want
the far-flung legal machina-

GOVERNOR GEORGE W. Bush shakes hands with unidentified

well wishers outside the Texas State Capitol Tuesday morning in
Austin,/Tom Pennington photo, Fort Worth Star-Telegram

this to go on for very long,"
Democratic vie/presidential
nominee Joseph Lieberman
told CBS.
A bare majority of those
polled by NBC said Bush
jumped the gun by declaring
victory and plunging into his
presidential transition, but that

didp'.t stop the Texan from
movmgahea
He was heading to his ranch
late Tuesday, where aides said
he was likely to meet in seclu sion with some candidates for
the presumptive Bush cabinet.
Cheney was joining him
Thursday or Friday

►ASUSU

► SHOPPING

From Page 1

From Page 1
non-material gifts such as time.
Participating was the Terra6rma
club at the University of Utah and the
Unitarian Church in Salt Lake.
Lazar said the most important reason for this campaign is to counteract
the enormous effect consumerism has
in lives.
. 'We have an over-reliance on material things," Lazar said. Relationships
are affected as well as the way we view
ourselves and others, Lazar said.
Lazar said in our society, shopping
is seen as a duty. He said the things
that matter most, which are love, relationships, care for ourselves and our
planet, take the back burner.
Lazar said he would like to see
more organization to increase the size
of the campaign, but he said he feels it
has been successful in Salt Lake City.

He said they were able to reach a
lot of people shopping the afterThanksgiving sales.
And shopping they were. Reports of
fist fights breaking out in parking lots
and crowds waiting for the doors to
open are evidence of it being the
biggest shopping day of the year.
The Layton Wal-Mart was out of
scooters by 6:30 a.m., and store managers and customers were arguing over
rain checks in the aisles.
One woman wandered in wondering \\;here she could make a return
Cash registers were ringing up customers at the cosmetic counter, service
desk and jewelry counter.
Headed for the electronic department, one woman hurried around an
elderly customer and grumbled
because she was blocking the entrance.

tion to allow cash as a payment
option for printouts at the computer
labs.
Aggie Express cards are the only
form of payment for printouts
beyond the 3 5 allocated to each student per semester.
Jim Stephenson, Academics vice
president, said conflicting hours of
operation between the labs and the
Card Office, the only place money
can be put on a card, is a problem.
Stephenson said situations arise
where printouts are needed and it's
not during the Card Office's business hours, which are 8 a.m. to 5
p.m.
Another consideration,
Stephenson said, are students who
take only evening classes and aren't
on campus during those hours at all.
Stephenson said he has been

working on this issue for the past
three years.
"It's been hashed and hashed and
hashed every year," Stephenson said.
The recommendation would be
to put cash boxes in the computer
labs as another form of payment.
Stephenson said other options
have been looked at, like putting
printouts on credit and paying for
them later, but have not been successful.
He said having small amounts of
cash in the labs would solve a major
problem and present little difficulty
"It's really just ludicrous," he said.
'We're talking about pocket
change."
Stephenson said he hopes the recommendation will serve as a vehicle
for getting the unified student voice
across.

usu.

HitsofWebber
perforrnedat USU
The Music of Andrew
Lloyd Webber, sponsored
by ASUSU Arts and
Lectures, will be performed Thursday at 7 p.m.
in the Kent Concert Hall.
Tickets are priced at
$20 for adults, $10 for
children and $5 with a
valid USU ID card. For
ticket information or to
purchase tickets, call the
USU Ticket Office at
(435)797-0305.

Mitten
treecollects
newwannitems

The USU Women's
Center Advisory Board is
sponsoring the Mitten
Tree. New items to warm
hands, heads and feet are
being collected at several
locations in Cache Valley
for the Bear River Head
Start program.
Donations can be
dropped off at Arkana
Hair, Caffe Ibis, the Faith
and Fellowship Center,
Hair Production Plus, Hair
Studio 170, Inkley's,
USU Police
Ladies Workout Express,
Logan Library, Michael's
can be contacted
Arts & Crafts, J.C.Penney,
at 797-1939 for
Providence City Post
non-emergencies.
Office, Sports Academy,
~~?i:l:::Z:~:=:~-m:=.t.~;;;~~==~:~:a:~~~='~f.:::%;;;%:1z::::~~~r:~~:%~:=}~tX:---::r::;r:~1$.:S~~;.~:;;:-::~~#i:i:~~~=:;::-~~~tP.:::'t:~.-&m.~~1W"&:~~wim:S1::::::::~~:;:::mm-:t-r:.?t:::~~=wm;:;n~:::~~~i::~;;~~~@:~;9~~j~:~:~~~~ti~~w~~imx~x1.w1:=%~~m*~~=~~t1~;::~:@r:~:~~:m
St. John's Episcopal
Church,
USU College of
•
An
individual
reported
damage
to
srudent was located and arrested
Friday,Nov. 17
around on the west side of the
Education Atrium, USU
an electric meter that had been
,{
Taggart Student Center.
for Destruction of Property and
Community Credit Union,
shot with a shotgun at the
Minor
in
Possession
of
Alcohol.
,. • USU Pohce received a report of
Carousel Square and
Wellsville Research Farm. Damage
a disorderly individual who was
• An individual wastransported to
Valley Montessori School.
• Severalmales were confronted by is estimated at$350,
upset about his vehicle being boot- ... his personal physician for medical
Donations will be coled fur excessive tickets. The indiattention. after the individualfell on police officersafter being caught
lected through Dec. 13.
Tuesday,Nov.21
running nakedaround the HPER
vidual paid fur the tickets with a
some ice and received a head
Field.
The
individuals
had
lost
a
check and then stoppedpayment
injury.

BLOTTER

0

r,

on.the checlc Civil action willbe

Saturday,
Nov. 18

soughtagainst thein,dividual. .

.:L.

,--:-.:--:::-:-·

bet regarding a footballgame. The
students willbe referred to Student

Se~icesF<>r
disciplinaryaction,

• A d~~ice designed t6'generate .·••···
Monday,Nov. 20
sxnokewassetpf( dl,ldngthe first
quarter.of
the
Aggie
Football
game
parkingfot
..PolicElresponded and
• Police took re~rt of a problem
again~ldaho State. .
t removed thedelkl..animal ··•>.. .
with ongoing theft from the Fine
Arts Center, Since the start of
· Sunday,
19
¥Police received a report or
school,approximately$SOin mis·...damage to a blue Chevy truck
cellaneouskeros have been take:n
•.Police
responded
to
Richards
· that belongs to USlJ,JtJs .
from various offices in the build~ ·
Hall
on
the
report
of
an
individual
.
> believed the damage occurred ..
:ing,
who
had
broken
a
window:
The
· while it was parked at theturn• A dead duckwas left on.
a student's vehiclein the Ricp.atds
Hhll
~

-

.

Nov.

• A student reported that some
..
dothin.._g_
.had been stolen from the
.·.
·.•·VJheyVie;T<>werl~undry~;;, ' · ··
This is the second theft in .that
laundry room.,
in the pai two ·
weeks..

···•· ·

·

Wednesday;Nov.22.
• Polke re.spondedto the ···
..
Spectrumon the report of an office
door being kicked.in. It is
. ·
·unknownif llnything was missing.

Correction

In a Nov. 20 Statesman
article, Cynthia Allen was
identified as being from the
Student Wellness Center.
Allen is actually a representative of the USU Student
Health Center. She is also
in no way affiliated with
Shangri-La Health Food, a
business mentioned in the
article. The Statesman
regrets the error.
Compiled

by
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Park City

\

Skiing, t\\e Sundance Film F.
REUBEN WADSWORTH

Assistant Sports Editor
Though one of its three
ski resorts is ranked in the
top five in North America,
there is more to Park City
than skiing during the winter.
Park City is the premier
place in Utah for nightlife,
said Rick Paul, manager of
the Cvber Cafe on Main
Street. Paul said the dty
boasts night spots for any
music lover, feamring clubs
that play disco, techno, rock
or bluegrass.
One such place to dance is
Club Creation, an all-ages
amusement center with pool
tables and video games that
turns into an 18-and-older,
non-alcohol dance club after
9 p.m.
Park City is also home to
many art galleries.
"If you're an art lover,
Park City is the place to be,"
he said.
The city showcases 12
galleries, located on Main
Street, which display a variety of art from Western to
International, he said. On
the first Friday of each
month, participating visual
art galleries downtown provide refreshments for art aficionados.
Park City al-so offers performing arts. The local production company, the
Egyptian Theater Company,
stages musicals, comedies
and dramas at the Mary G.
Steiner Egyptian Theater on
Main Street.
From Jan. 18 through 28,
2001 the city will host the
Sundance Film Festival.
That is the busiest time of
the year for the community
with the combination of
skiers and filmgoers in town,
he said.
\Vhile the nightlife, art
gall~ries and film festival
bring visitors to Park City,
nothing attracts them more
than the three ski resorts The Canyons, Park City
Mount.iin Resort and Deer
Valley.
"The Canyons is the most
up and coming resort in
Utah," Paul said.
According to Paul, the
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DEER VALLEYS SILVER LAKE EXPRESS provides skiers access
to the lower mountain ski area. Deer Valley will open this weekend
with a special $20 lift ticket offer. Lift tickets are normally $63 for
an adult all-day lift pass./Reuben Wadsworth photo

Canyons will be the largest
ski resort in North America
by 2004. Ski Magazine is
calling The Canyons the
next Veil, the resort in
Colorado ranked just ahead
of Deer Valley at the number
one spot.
The Canyons has 15 lifts,
including a gondola and five
high-speed quads. The
resort has a vertical drop of
l.19..Q
feet and)tsjiig_hest
point is Ninety N'ilre.._90
at
9,990 feet. Through Dec. 15
an all-day adult lift pass is
$45.
Park City Mountain
Resort will host six events in
the 2002 Winter Olympic
Games, including the men's
and women's giant Slalom
and men's and women's
snowboarding events.
"\\'e have a direct connection to the city," said Park
City Mountain Resort
Communications Manager
Melis~a O'Brien.
O'Brien said skiers can ski
right into town and then get
back' to the resort via the
Town Lift.
Eighty percent of the
resort's p_atrons are destina-

tion skiers who come from
out of state, O'Brien said.
When most Americans think
of Park City, they think of
Park City Mountain Resort,
O'Brien said.
The resort has expanded
for snowboarding, O'Brien
said. Within its confines are
two half pipes, two terrain
parks and a public
MountainCross course that
offers side-by-side racing
with a mix of bumps, berms
and baked turns.
An adult all-day lift pass at
the resort is $44 for weekdays and $48 for weekends.
The resort's highest point is
the Jupiter Bowl at 10,026
feet and its total vertical
drop is 3,100 feet. The resort
features 14 lifts, including
four high-speed six packs.
Deer Valley will also be
home to six events during
the Olympics. It will host
men's and women's Slalom,
Combined Slalom, Freestyle
Moguls and Aerials.
"We put our name really
on servicing," said Coleen
Reardon, Deer Valley's director of marketing .
According to Reardon,

t

prepare to board the Payday lift at the bottom of 'Homerun' at
the Park City Mountain Resort./ Reuben Wadsworth photo
A YOUNG SKIER AND SNOWBOARDER

Deer Valley is consistently
rated No. 1 in food and beverage in Ski Magazine.
In order to celebrate its
20th anniversary, Deer Valley
is offering $20 lift tickets this
weekend. Also this weekend,
the resort will host the
Merrill Lynch Pro-Am Dec.
2 and Celebritv Ski Classic
races Dec. 3 on the Birdseve
ski run.
·
"This will be a phenome nal year," Reardon said.
The resort's highest point

is Empire Canyon at 9,570
feet with a vertical drop of
approximately 3,000 feet.
Deer Valley features 19 lifts,
including five high-speed
quads. An adult all-day lift
pass is regularly $63.
"\Vhen you come here,
you feel like you're on vacation," Paul said. "Park City
provides the serenity of the
mountains."
In addition to skiing, other
winter sports offered in the
Park City vicinity include

cross country skiing, Bobsled
and Ice Rocket rides, tubing
and· ice skating.
Many college students are
attracted to Park City, so
those who do go will be
among peers, he said.
Students coming in groups
will find accommodations in
Park City can be affordable,
especially at hotels such as
the Grand Summit at The
Canyons, The Park City
Marriott and the Silver King
Hotel, he said.

WORKERS STENCIL the Olympic Logo on Park City's Main Street in preparation for the 2002 Winter
Olympic Games. Six events in the winter games will take place in Park City ./ Reuben Wadsworth photo

PARK CITY'S MAIN STREET is home to 12 art galleries, night clubs and the
Egyptian Theater as well as many other stores and restaurants ./Reuben

Wadsworth photo
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Outdoor Recreation Center
opens Yurtfor student use
HEATHER STRASBURG

Staff Writer

THE YURT IS LOCATED 4 miles up the Blind Hollow Trail is avail-

able for overnight use by Utah State University students, faculty and
staff members./ORC file photo

Located 4 miles up Blind
Hollow trail is a little-known
hideaway created for Utah
State Universirv students and
staff members only. It's a yurt.
Traditional yurts in
Mongolia use the hides of
animals to cover their lattice
walls. The USU yurt, run by
the Outdoor Recreation
Center, is made with canvas
and vinyl-coated nylon. It's a
circular-looking strucrnre
with a skylight and rafters
that slope at about 30
degrees.
The yurt was built by
~orm Gultra, a former USU
student, in the summer of
1995.
"The yurt was built for a
variety of reasons," said
Kevin Kobe, director of the
ORC. "One of them was how
cost- prohibitive it was for
"C"SUstudents to visit yurts in
other areas. Students would
he charged twice what we
charge. This gives USU students the opporninity for a
yurt experience."
Yurcs provide many enjoyable experiences, Kobe said.
"You can see constellat10ns
without the city lights, animal
tracks in the snow and if
you're lucky you'll be there to
watch a storm roll through,"
Kobe said.
Before planning a trip to
the yurt, students should be
aware of the risks and precautions they should take .
"Students who are just
renting should have a good
un<lerstan<ling of back country skiing or snow-shoeing.
It's a pretty long route with
high rises in elevation," said
Kobe. "It takes about 3 to 5
hours so you should be in
fairly decent shape. \Ve call
this course intermediate to

ALBERT REICHERT SI PPS down some hot chocolate after spending the night in front of the Outdoor

Recreation Center so he could be first in line for Uyrt reservations Tuesday morning . "You don't really
need to camp out," Reichert said, "it's just kind of for the fun of it." /Zak Larson photo

advanced."
"\Ve also <lo official organized trips with the ORC that
can help prepare people a little more," Kobe said.
Kobe said stu<lents who
want to take the Yurt trip in
January shoul<l start training
now.
"It's important to keep students engaged in healthy
lifestyles, an<l it's also a great
way to meet people with similar interests, intimately," he
said. "With eight people

jammed into a circular structure, you have to."
The yurt can be reserved
beginning today at 10 a.m.
More information about
prices and rules is available at
the ORC Web site,
www.usu.edu/ ore
The ORC will host a slide
show about the yurt Dec. 6 at
7:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts
Visual building, Room 150.
The slide show will be presented by two USU students
who hiked the Pacific Crest

Trail, which stretches from
Mexico to Canada. The ORC
will also offer a raffle for a
two-night stay at the yurt for
the price of one on New Years
weekend. Tickets for the raffle cost $1 and can be purchased at the ORC or their
table outside the TSC.
The Yurt is "an absolute
wonder of winter in the back
country," Kobe said.
The preseason rate for the
yurt is $60 a night, applicable
through Christmas Day.
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Area in and aroundCacheValleyoffersa varieryof winteractivities
NATALIE LARSON

Senior Writer

The chill wind and dancing snowflakes of winter have
found their way to Utah
State University, driving outdoor adventurers inside to
drink hot chocolate.
Winter doesn't have to be
the beginning of a hibernation period for those who
crave the fresh air and sunlight of warmer seasons.
Cache Valley hosts a wide

variety of winter activities,
from hot tubbing to snow
shoeing.
A traditional sport for all
age groups is sledding.
According to Ellen Newell,
landscape operations and
maintenance manager at
USU, Old Main Hill has
been Logan's traditional
sledding hill "ever since the
hill was there."
Landscape Operations and
Maintenance puts straw bales
at the bottom of the hill to

keep people from sliding into
the road and getting hit by
cars, Newell said.
"\Ve're not comfortable
with it, but it's tradition,"
Newell said. "The hill is OK
if people use common sense.
We would just prefer the hill
was closed to sledding
because there are so many
injuries."
Another activity common
in winter is downhill skiing.
The closest resort to USU
students is Beaver iVlountain,

located 27 miles up Logan
Canyon.
The cost is $24 for all-day
skiing and $19 for a half-day.
Beaver also has a slt::dding
hill and rope tow that costs
$6 for two hours. They provide the sleds.
Th<:y are not open yet,
but Marge Seeholzer, the
owner, said, "\Ve're off to a
good start. \Ve'II open just
as soon as we have enough
snow."
Seeholzer said the past

few winters have been pretty
mild, and the resort hasn't
opened until right before
Christmas.
"They're calling for more
big storms. It's hard to say,"
Seeholzer said.
They have extended the
deadline for their new weekday season pass, which costs
$300 now. It was previously
$250, but because of the
popularity, they decided to
up the price and extend the
purchasing deadline until

right before they open,
Seeholzer said.
This pass is good Monday
through Friday with blackout days on Christmas week,
President's Day and Civil
Rights Day.
Other winter attraction
are two natural hot springs
open all winter: the
Riverdale Resort and Crystal
Hot Springs.
► SEE ACTIVITIES
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prepaidwirelessas low as
15¢a minute.
what are you waitingfor,
permission?
Now getting wireless is easy:
• No credit checks, monthly bills or annual contracts.
• Package includes the latest Motorola V2397 phone with changeable
faceplate, headset and $25 airtime card.
• Plus features like VoiceMail, Caller ID, Call Waiting,
and more.
• Free2Go Wireless'm service is as low as 15¢ a minute with purchase of
$200 airtime card on the Local Calling Plan.
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FROMAT&T.
YOURWORLD. CLOSEAT HAND.

AT&T

Premier Dealer

©2000AT&T Service not available for purchase in all areas. Compatible D1g1talmulti -network phone required.AT&T Wireless Services will provide wireless long distance. Digital PCS features not available in all areas .
• •
•
Rates not available outside the 50 U.S. or when calls require a credit card to complet e. International rates vary by destination .Airtime for each call is measured in full minut es and rounded up to the next full minute .
Coverage available in most areas Cards available in the following airtime values: $25, $50. $ I 00 ~nd $200 . Phone and cards are not refundable. Minutes deposited in your account expire after 90 days. Fifteen cent rate only available with $200 airtime value
card for calls placed from the Home Calling Area on the Local Calling Plan. Roaming and directory assistance add1t1onal.Full card value must be used for rates t? apply. Full terms and conditions are_contained _in the AT&TWelcome .G.u1de an.d other prepaid
materials . If purchased through an AT&T Wireless Services Authorized Dealer, equipment price and availability may vary. Call ahead for details . Motorola Mail-m Rebate Offer: Rebate coupon will be provided in phone box providing choice of MTV-TRL
e bag and CD or $30 mail-in rebate offer.You may choose either rebate offer. One rebate per purcha se of each new Motorola V2397 phone . To be eligible, phone must remain on AT&T service for at least 30 days and phone must be active on
;;~J:~r~ice
at the time rebate is processed. Certain restrictions apply. See Motorola mail-in rebate coupon for full terms and conditions. Void where prohibited. Phone must be purchased by 1/610 I and activated by 21610I to be eligible for this offer.
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Wearing layers, covering
extremities key to keeping
warm during wintertime
HOLLY HANSON

Staff Writer

Hats on heads, scarves
wrapped tightly around
necks, mittens and gloves
covering the hands, layers of
clothing piled on just to stay
warm - that is the typical
scene in Logan during the
winter.
Dressing for the weather is
important to avoid hypothermia, said Cynthia Allen,
health educator for the Utah
State University Health
Clinic. It's also important to
dress to prevent frost bite,
she said, especially for outdoor activities.
Allen said it's important to
keep the extremities (nose,
fingers and toes) warm
because blood flow, which
keeps the body warm, is
restricted mainly to the vital
organs when body temperature drops.
LaDawn Porter, the
department lead of clothing
at Gart Brothers Sports, suggests people wear clothing
made from material that
removes moisture from the
inside to the outside of the
clothing to allow it to dry
faster.
Allen said it is important
to keep the head and neck
warm. The neck maintains
heat at the core of the body,
and the head is where most
heat is lost.
"If you will be going outdoors in the winter, watch for
signs of hypothermia. That is
when more heat is lost than
your body can produce and
your body temperature is

below 94 degrees," Allen said.
Signs of hypothermia
include shivering, slurred
speech, abnormally slow rate
of breathing, skin that is cold
and pale, loss of coordination
and feelings of tiredness,
lethargy and apathy, Allen
said.
Porter suggested wearing
socks with a liner or specialized synthetic material - not
cotton - around campus.
"Wear well-insulated
shoes," Porter said.
Students participating in
outdoor activities should
dress in layers and wear a
water- and wind-proof jacket
or coat, she said.
"Wear a coat with a fleece
lining, that way it will be next
to your skin," Porter said.
Allen said to cover all of
the body's extremities .
Mittens will keep fingers
warmer than gloves because
they keep the fingers together.
"Move your hands and feet
to keep them warm; it will
force the blood to come
back," Allen said .
"There comes a time when
it's more important to be
warm than to look nice,"
Allen said, "November
through April."
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Snowmobiles
banned in
Grand Teton,
Yellowstone
JULIE CART

Los Angeles Times

Yellowstone and Grand
Teton National Parks made
official Wednesday what
some outdoor enthusiasts
have long dreaded: snowmobiles will be phased out and
eventually banned in the
parks in three years.
The decision comes at the
start of Yellowstone's winter
season, when snowmobiles
and snow coaches are the
only motorized means to
enter the park in northwest
Wyoming. About three-quarters of Yellowstone's winter
visitors navigate the park's
unplowed roads astride
snowmobiles.
The ruling was expected,
but nevertheless inflamed the
debate over vehicle access
and recreational use in
national parks.
Snowmobile advocates say
the ban is another step
toward restricting public use
of public lands.
"It's a slippery slope," said
Ed Klim, president of the
International Snowmobile
Manufacturers Association .
"If you took out the word
'snowmobile' and put in
'automobile,' you would see
that they are preparing to
remove automobiles in
national parks."
Officials said there will be
no change in snowmobile use
this season in the two parks
and the adjacent John D .
Rockefeller Memorial
Parkway. The vehicles will be
phased out starting next year
and banned by 2003 -2004.
"Our obligation in managing winter use in these parks
is to ensure that public activities we allow conserve park
resources and values for
future generations," said
Karen Wade, lntermountain
Regional Director for the
National Park Service .
"Unforrunately, snowmobiles
have been shown to harm
wildlife, air quality and the
natural quiet of these parks."
The new policy re garding
snowmobiles, introduced in
Yellowstone in 1963, was
precipitated by a 1997 lawsuit by th e Fund For
►SEE YELLOWSTONE
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Downhillfun
Telemark skis, split boards offer different winter fun options
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JULIE SULUNGA

Staff Writer

Winter brings two new
sports to outdoor enthusiasts,
telemark skiing and splitboarding.
Telemark skiing is actually
a sport that has been around
since before Christ, said
Trailhead sales representative
Brian Frankie. It was first
introduced by the
Norwegians as a source of
transportation through snow.
Telemark skis are two skis
with metal tips, which set
them apart from alpine skiing. They also have hairs,
made of either nylon or mohair, attached to the bottom.
This allows skiers to ascend
hills without sliding backward, which can't be done on
cross-country skis.
Tclemark skis are a combination of both, allowing for
both cross country and alpine
skiing. After getting to the
top of the mountain, skiers
must take the hairs off to ski
down.
Skiing down is a whole
differentjrocess in general
compare to alpine skiing.
Skiers must bend their knees
more with turns than they
would have to with alpine.
Skiers also don't get much
air, in fact no air, when jumping, said telemark skier
Chadd Briggs.
"Telemark skiing is one of
the oldest forms of skiing to
get places," said telemark
skier Jake Flaherty. "It is a lot
more versatile than crosscountry skiing because you
can go to more places."
Another new form of winter recreation is splitboarding, a combination of skiing
and snowboarding. It
involves a snowboard cut in
half. Though this sport hasn't

JI~ ROGERS, A FORMER OUTDOOR RECREATION CENTER EMPLOYEE, skis downhill on his
telemark skis . Telemark skis can be used for downhill , cross country and uphill skiing. When skiing
uphill, skiers attach nylon hairs to bottoms of the skis to grip the snow and keep them from sliding
backwards. The hairs ;ire removed to ski downhill./ORC file photo

caught on too much because
of the lack of splitboard manufacturers, it involves two
snow activities,~
telemark
skier Jess Hancock.
Splitboar<lers telemark ski
up a hill. At the top, they
remove the hairs and attach
the skis together to form a
snowboard. After putting on
the bindings, skiers board
back down the hill.
Custom-made splitboard
kits are available. The first
step is to cut a snowboard in
half, preferably a long board,
since skiers will be touring
the backcountry with it. The
longer the boa;d, the more
access you have to powder
and the better the rider will
be able to do, Hancock said.

"You have the best of both
worl<ls with splitboarding,"
Hancock said.
Though tdemark skiing
has been around for centuries, it has only gained popularity in the last five years .
The same goes for splitboarding, which only just got
backed by a strong manufacturing company called
Burton, Frankie said.
There are disadvantages to
both sports because they both
involve telemark skiing,
which involves "the hardest
discipline," Frankie said.
Skiing uphill on telemark
skis is difficult , he said, and
you have to want to learn it.
Once you get to the top, it
gets quite bothersome to take

your hairs off in cold weather
conditions. If you have a split
board, you will be up even
longer putting your board
together, he said.
"\\'hen working with a
splitboard you have the complexity of bindings to deal
with, the expectations of a
good performance and your
performance not being as
well," Frankie said.
Splitboards and telemark
skis are available for purchase
or rent at the Trailhead in
Logan. People have to @rder
their splitboards custom-made
to fit, however, Frankie said.
"Both ways are great
means to get around the
backcounry unmotorized,"
Frankie said.

There is a lap pool and
four hot pools open all winter that are 95 to 105
degrees. There is also a
water slide, open Friday
nights and Saturdays.
It costs S5 plus tax for the
pools and $9 for the slide
and pools. College students
get a $1 discount with the.ir
USU ID card, and there is a
$1 discount on Monday
nights.
Hamilton sai<l, "The
unique thing about our pool
is definitely the minerals.
Doctors tell their patients
who are rehabilitating to

come here and soak."
The minerals inciude
lithium, sodium and chloride, which "help relax your
muscles and your mood,"
Hamilton said.
Cross-country ski and
snow-shoeing trails lace
throughout Logan Canyon.
Contact the tourist council
or Logan Ranger District for
a complete guide to crosscountry trails, (435) 7553620.
Other areas include the
Sinb, Franklin Basin, Beaver
Creek, Bear Lake, Monte
Cristo and Hardware Ranch.

million snowmobiles in the
United States, according to
industry figures. According
to one estimate, there are
130,000 miles of designated
snowmobile trails nationwide
- and about 500 are in
national parks.
The plan for Yellowstone
an<l Grand Teton does not
outlaw snow coaches, which
meet air quality stan<lards set
by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. They are
12- to 14--passenger vehicles
that resemble minivans
perched atop tank-like
treads. The commercially

operated vehicles cost up to
$75,000 and, according to
some surveys, are not as popular with visitors as snowmobiles.
"My mother is 67 years
old, she enjoys the park in
winter and she can ride a
snowmobile but she's not
going to cross-country ski
in," said Vicki Eggers, former director of the West
Yellowstone Chamber of
Commerce and a snowmobile advocate. "My mom
can't get up into a snow
coach. What's she supposed
to do?"
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Marsha Porte!.-, manager of
Riverdale Resort, said, "It's
pretty popular with students.
They just come up here in
the evenings and soak."
They have two pools
open; one has therapy jets in
it, Porter said. The/ools are
heated naturally an vary
depending on the air temperature from 102 to 107
degrees.
The Riverdale Resort is
open Monday through
Saturday from 11 a.m. to 10
p.m. It costs $4.70 for adults
and $4.20 for groups with 15
people or more. I;)iscounts

Until
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are available with a Liberty
Card and there is a coupon
in the Bridgerland Phone
Book. The resort is located 6
miles north of Preston,
Idaho, on Hwy. 34 at 3696
N. 1600 East .
Crystal Hot Springs will
reach its 100th year of business in 2001, according to
employee Ryan Hamilton.
It's located IO miles north of
Brigham City and is open
Monday through Friday from
noon to 10 p.m., Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 10 p .m. and
Sunday from 10 a.m. to 8
p .m .

Textbook
Reservation
form ► YEIJ.OWSTONE
ottheBookstore.

POSSESSIONS
28 Federal Ave.

AUTUMN
SALE
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Animals. The group requested a study of the impact that
trails made by snowmobiles
have had on wildlife migration, particularly bison.
Wildlife advocates say bison
follow these trails and wander out of the park, where
they may be shot.
"This is huge," said Sean
Smith, a former Yellowstone
ranger who is public lands
director for the San
Francisco-based Bluewater
Network. "We are extremely
pleased with the Park Service
decision to enforce the law to
protect park resources."

Nov.' JS- 30

Buy one item and get a
second of eq~al or
lesser value at 1/2
price!
Hours:
10 a.m. - 6 pm
M-S

755-0857

All New: All Yours: All Free

IVlallA h
VMdc- -~'IES
. Utah State University

The Blucwatcr Network, a
coalition of conservation
groups, petitioned the Park
Service last year to ban
recreational snowmobiles
throughout the park system.
Smith cited a Park Service
study that found snowmobiles were responsible for as
much as 90 percent of the
annual hydrocarbon pollution in Yellowstone, although
they are outnumbered by
automobiles, 16 to 1.
Snowmobile advocates say
the industry is developing
machines that are cleaner
an<l quieter. There are 1.6
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U.N. warns of AIDS complacency,
says epidemic explodes in Russia
GEIR MOULSON

Associated Press

GENEVA- The world's richest countries are growing alarmingly complacent
about the global AIDS epidemic as infections reach new levels, the United Nations
said in a report Tuesday that noted the
number of cases in Russia alone will more
than double this year.
"It's very striking that in the wealthy
countries there is a perception that AIDS is
over - there is far less investment in education programs," said Peter Piot, executive
director of UN AIDS.
"The availability of treatment has resulted in a complacency which is becoming
really dangerous," Piot told The Associated
Press. "Considering that today we've got as
many new infections in Western Europe
~nd North Am~rica as 10years ago, there
1sno excuse for that."
The annual AIDS Epidemic Update
released Tuesday predicted 45,000 new
cases this year in North America and
30,000 in Western Europe. Nearly 1.5 million people in the industrialized countries
will be living with the AIDS virus by the
end of the year.
The report said the number of new HN
infections in Africa dropped this year for
the first time, to 3.8 million from 4 million
in the previous year.
But UNAIDS was quick to damp any
optimism, noting that the number of people infected worldwide is expected to rise
to 36.1 million, with 5.3 million new infections. Three million people, up from 2.6
million a year ago, are expected to die of
AIDS.
Those who use drugs through needles
are thought to make up the bulk of new
infections, and are most hurt by failing prevention efforts, the report said.

country, which has been relatively unaffectThe same group accounted for the
ed. The drop may partly be because the
alarming rise in infections this year in
people most at risk from AIDS already
Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
have been infected, Piot added.
Union, where the number of people living
"Stabilization means that there are as
with the virus is expecte<lto rise from
many people <lyingfrom HIV as there are
420,000 to 700,000 - a figure the report
becoming newly infected," he said. "So it's
called "a conservative estimate."
not terribly good news to say the least, but
In Russia, UNAIDS said, some 300,000
it may mean a turning point."
people will be infected by the end of the
The 27-page report urged more finanyear - more than twice iast year's figure of
cial aid for
130,000.
Africa to launch
"In one year, more peo"a credible
ple have become infected
assault on
with HIV in Russia than all
AIDS," saying
previous years combined,"
$3 billion a year
Piot said, adding that the
coul<lmake a
disease "shows no sign of
1
)>- 45,000 new cases of
massive differcurbing its exponential
AIDS are predicted this
ence to prevengrowth" in Russia and has
tion and basic
spread to cities across the
year in North America.
care on the concountry.
> 30,000 new cases are
tinent.
He said the Russian govWith
ernment's response "is not
predicted in Western
de,1ths mountcommensurate with the
Europe.
ing, "we're only
potential of the problem."
at the beginning
but that Ukraine and some
> Three million people
of the impact of
former Soviet republics in
are expected to die of
the AIDS epiCentral Asia are doing betdemic," Piot
ter.
AIDS.
said. "It's mea"Governments there are
surable now in
struggling with so many
problems - economic,
terms of gross
<lomestic prodsecurity, social problems uct. It kills the
but this is one where they
people who are supposed to develop councan make a difference now," he said.
tries."
Africa remains by far the hardest-hit
The report estimates there are 1.4 milregion, with 25.3 million people infecte<l
lion people living with HIV or AIDS in
by the virus. Of the 3 million people
Latin America and 5.8 in South and
expected to <lieof AIDS this year, fourSoutheast Asia.
fifths are in Africa.
Most of the Asian infections are in a few
Even the drop in infections is fragile,
large countries, but the study said AIDS
Piot said.
has "ample room for growth" through the
"A lot will depend on what happens in
sex trade and drug use.
Nigeria," the continent's most populous
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Netherlandsapprovebill allowingeuthanasiaMOVIE
ANTHONY DEUTSCH

AssociatedPress

THE HAGUE, Netherlands
- The Dutch parliament
approved a bill Tuesday to allow
euthanasia and physician-assisted suicide, which would make it
the first country to formally
legalize the practice.
The bill passed by a vote of
104-4{).It still nee<lsthe
approval of the Senate, which is
considered a formalitv, and is
expected to enter into force
next year.
Advocates say the law puts
the Dutch in the vanguard of
patient rights, while opponents
say it will replace caring with
killing.
"Doctors should not be
treated as criminals. This will
create security for doctors and
patients alike," said Health
· Minister Els Borst, who drafted
the bill.
"Something as serious as

ending one's life deserves openness," she told The Associated
Press after the vote.
The bill adopts guidelines
that parliament approved in
1993, establishing the
Netherlands' semiofficial tolerance of euthanasia. Under that
policy it was understood that
doctors who followed the
guidelines would not be prosecuted, though euthanasia
remained a crime punishable by
up to 12 years in prison.
Under the guidelines, a
patient must be undergoing
irremediable and unbearable
suffering, be aware of all ocher
medical options and have
sought a second professional
opinion. The request must be
ma<levoluntarily, persistently
and independently while the
patient is of sound mind.
Doctors are not supposed to
suggest it as an option.
The new law also allows
patients to leave a written

request for euthanasia, giving
doctors the right to use their
own discretion when patients
become too physically or mentally ill to decide for themselves.
No other country has
attempted to legalize euthanasia, health officials and legal
experts said, though it is tolerated in Switzerland, Colombia
and Belgium. Australia's
Northern Territory approved
euthanasia in September 1996,
but the federal Parliament
revoked the law in March 1997.
In Oregon, voters approved
doctor-assisted suicide for the
terminally ill in 1994. Since the
law took effect in 1997, 4 3 people have died in Oregon in
assisted suicides. The House of
Representatives passed a bill in
October that would restrict the
practice, but President Clinton
has threatened to veto the bill.
Euthanasia remains illegal in
the United States. In doctorassisted suicides, the patient

Yugoslavians will not intervene
wit~ military unless provoked
ALEKSANDER VASOVIC

AssociatedPress

BUJANOVAC, Yugoslavia
- A top Yugoslav army commander claimed Tuesday that
Kosovo Albanian militants
launched more incursions
into Serbia, but sai<l the military would not intervene
unless provoked.
Yugoslavia's new president
Vojislav Kostunica has
demanded that NATO live
up to its commitment to stop
ethnic Albanian attacks in
southern Serbia that have
killed at least five people.
"There are conditions for
this (crisis) to be solved by
peaceful means," said Gen .
Nebojsa Pavkovic, a Yugoslav
army commander who visited
his troops on the edge of a
contested buffer zone
between Kosovo and the rest
of Serbia.
Pavkovic alleged that an
additional 200 "terrorists"
infiltrated into the buffer
zone - where Serb police
are allowed to patrol with
only light arms - from
Kosovo in the last few days.
"\Ve won't allow any
provocations against the
army, and the army has the
right to respond to any attack
or provocation against it,"
Pavkovic sai<l.
NATO-led peacekeepers
moved into Kosovo after the
alliance bombed Yugoslavia
to force former President
Slobodan Milosevic to stop a

crackdown on ethnic
Albanians. The peace deal
that ended the war created
the three-mile-wide buffer
zone between the Kosovo
boun<lary and Serbia proper.
The area on the Serb side
of the frontier has a large
ethnic Albanian population
and militants demanding to
join Kosovo - who Belgrade
says work out of the province
- have been attacking Serb
forces.
Last week, violence escalated as ethnic Albanians militants laun ched attacks into
the buffer zone, capturing
several strategic points in
Serbia proper.
The alliance said it had
helped negotiations between
the militants and the Serb
police. Flight Lt. Mark A.
Whitty, a spokesman for
NATO-le<l/eacekeepers
in
Kosovo sai Tuesday that
"both parties have agreed to
an indefinite cease-fire."
"We facilitated the discus sion between the two
groups," he said.
A key official in
Yugoslavia's new leadership,
however, <lenied that the
government negotiated a
cease-fire with either NATO
or the militants . "There have
been no such talks," said
Nebojsa Covic, a deputy
prime minister in Serbia's
government. "Such informa tion is not true."
The reason for the dis crepancy was not clear.

Meanwhile, NATO took
measures to prevent ethnic
Albanians from crossing into
the buffer zone, searching
every person an<l car traveling in the area.
The incidents on Kosovo's
border cast doubt on
:NATO's ability to control
Kosovo and also present a
major crisis to Kostunica. He
must defend the area without
provoking the same international condemnation that
accompanied Milosevic's
crackdown.
"It is not going to come to
a war because we are fighting
for peace," Kostunica said
Monday as he toured the
contested region. "We
respect all international documents on Kosovo."
But he said it was imperative that NATO block all
ethnic Albanian extremists
from penetrating the buffer
zone. Andthe government
continued bringing in reinforcements, including special
anti-terrorist units, in case
diplomacy fails.
More than 2,500 people,
mostly ethnic Albanians,
have trickled out of the trou bled region since the crisis
started.
Early Monday, a tractor
carrying an Albanian family
trying to flee the zone
toward Kosovo hit an antitank mine. One 10-year -old
boy was killed, while his 3year -old sister and 5-year -ol<l
brother were seriously

administers a lethal close to
him- or herself. Under the new
Dutch law, a doctor can also do
so directly.
All 100 seats in the public
gallery were full for Tuesday's
vote - conducted bf roll call
on request of a smal Christian
party opposed to the measure.
The date of the Senate vote has
not yet been set.
"It's a bad tNng," ~aiflJan
Veldhuizen, a ;pectator in the
gallery who s~i<lhe supports the
Christian Democratic Alliance
party.
Rita i\1arker, executive director of the International AntiEuthanasia Task Force, said the
law will send a dangerous signal
"telling people that if its legal,
it's right."
"It will be like giving the
household seal of approval.
\Vhat is currently a crime will
be transformed into medical
treatment," Marker told The
Associate<lPress.
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Consumerism not·what
Christmasshould be about·

~,cHeveR ONE HAS me

CLASSTO END Tl-\iS Win-\ A GRAceFULCoNCESSiON
iS PROBABLY nte GUY WHo DESERVES iT!

Why is it that the

~afn~~~~;"a~lg;:have,

d Ylfil£_

Christmas tree bulbs in

::;.11salf over the coun-

we feel it necessary·to
AStatesman
StaffEditorialThere is heart in
go out and get more?
Christmas. At what
This year, as usual,
'--_----~-----'
other time of the year
newspapers were filled wit11daydo so many people all over the
after-Thanksgiving ads screaming for w9rld have such a positive spirit in
shoppers to flock to stores l;>ythe
common? ..
millions for savings - or rather
But it takes a concerted effort to
spendings - at the crack of dawn.
feel the spirit of the season without
Many stores opened their doors at 6
getting caught up in the spirit
a.m. and stayed open until 11 p.m.
brought to you in part by Hershey's
Christmas music sharing messages
chocolate.
of joy, peace and love reverberated
► SEE CONSUMERISM
off the giant fake icicles and shiny
Page11

I'm just planning to take over the world; nothing to worry about
Matt

Wright

This article is dedicated to
Pinky and The Brain, may
their plans for world domination someday be realized.
Before I begin explaining
my plan for world domination,
I want to let you know that I
am going to fake my death.
This wi.11ensure that I will be
able to carry out my actions
unnoticeably, and if you ever
tell someone it's me doing it,
they won't believe you
because they'll think I'm
already dead. Ha ha ha (sinister laugh).
Before I begin my takeover,
I will proceed to take a threeyear sight-seeinglhitchh i king
trip across Europe to discover
where I want to live when I
own the world.
This will be no ordinary

sight-seeing trip, for I will be
capital, I will proceed to
implement the most diabolical
doing it on a bike, a pair of
skis and a llama. (All of these
two-step plan for world domiitems will be hijacked as soon
nation ever dreamt in the
as I land in Milan, Italy, except mind of man. (I would include
llama in that statement i.e. "To
for the llama, which I will
ever be dreamt in the mind of
claim is my rather hairy comman or llama," however, I
panion with a speech impediment.) I will also carry all of
believe that the llama, Ytluaf
my pictures, money, fake IDs,
Namuh, came up with a better
idea. Unfortunately, this llama
international gun-type
weapons, small llama croutons was killed in a tragic skiing
and Twinkles in a small, ordiaccident just outside of the
largest Bank in Switzerland.)
nary backpack.
While on my tour, I will
take a small detour to one of
Step 1: Construct the headthe largest
quarters for
Swiss banks.
HAL.O.C.O.R.P.
(This stands for a
I will probunch of pointceed to rob
less words that
this bank
includes organiwith a carezation and/or
fully-develI will implement
world
dominaoped plan.
the mostdiabolical
tion.) in a small,
To prove
two-stepplanfor
nameless South
that I fear
world
Jomination
American village
no one, this
everdreamt in the
situated along the
plan will
Amazon River.
mind of man."
appear in
The entire 47the New
story complex
York Times,
will be undercleverly disground. The only
guised as a
way to actually enter the
guide to Swiss Bank managebuilding will be through a
ment.
massive system of underAfter receiving this large

''

ground tunnels that begins in
Lima, Peru, or some other
pointless city several hundred
miles away from my actual
complex. I will employ hundreds of the world's best scientists and engineers to begin
research and development on
a series of common household
items, namely: toasters, TVs,
stereos, sinks, tables, chairs,
llama saddles, carpet, etc.
These items will be the
highest degree of quality available on the world market. I
will begin to sell all of these
items under the label "Wayser
Systems" for $10-20 (U.S. currency) less than any price
found throughout the world
(heck, in some places I'll be
giving the things away).
This will not only create a
love for my company in the
hearts of the masses,but it will
also allow me to create a
monopoly over the retail
industry just like in the game
(conveniently entitled
Monopoly). I will use bribes
and/or secret threats of mass
destruction to prevent any
enforcement of anti-trust laws
existing in any country on
earth.

·step 2: Once "Wayser
Systems" products (operating
under thousands of smaller
break-offs of the company
with names just as silly, i.e.
Contented Micromaniacs,
Large Mouth Bass,S.L.I.C.K.
Inc. and Microsoft) have
replaced other products of a
similar nature in every household in the world, I will have
successfully taken over the
retail industry.
Immediately following this
success, I will continue to take
over other areas of business
and commerce, beginning
with the New York stock
exchange and ending with the
little credit union in Morgan,
Utah. Once this next phase of
my plan has been successfully
implemented, I will publicly
announce that I own everything, so everyone had best
give me the world or else.
This announcement will
ironically be shown by the TV,
radio and cable stations I own
on the television and radio sets
I manufactured. HAHAHA
(another sinister laugh, this
time with a slight drawl of
satire in it).
After this is completed, I
will be able to say that the

world is officially mine. This
final step of my takeover wil l
most likely be completed in
the year 2008 when I am only
25. Just imagine the conversations I'll be able to have:
Person 1 - "I made my first
million at 19. Beat that."
Person 2 - "Well, I became
the Pope when I was 23. "
Person 3 - "Oh yeah, well I
won seven Super Bowls by the
time I was 24."
Me - "I got you all beat. I
took over the world at 25, and
now I own all of you. And as
for you, Mr. 'Seven Super
Bowls,' I confine you to 30
years of hard time in the
'kitchen of endless potatoes."'
HAHAHA (once again a sinister laugh, but this time with a
little bit of pepper thrown into
the mix).
For information on governmental strategies and specific
details as to the culture that
will develop from this
takeover, talk to my llama. I'm
tired.

Matt Wright is a freshman
majoring in molecular biology.
Comments may be
e-mailed to
mattwright@cc. usu. edu.

Chenney illness is a big deal, not to be overlooked
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George W. Bush, who
now regards himself as the
president-elect, has named
Dick Cheney, his vice presidential running mate, to
oversee the transition that he
expects to usher in a new
Republican administration.
Cheney, with his extensive
Washington experience, is a
sound choice. But as the

nation now has been
reminded, he is also a man
with a worrisome health history, the details of which
Cheney has zealously guarded. Given that history, legiti mate questions are being
asked about his ability to
cope with the stresses of
high office.
Cheney has had four heart
attacks - the most recent
last weekand in 1988
underwent quadruple bypass
surgery.
His doctors say that
Cheney should be able to
carry out official duties.
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Other cardiologists aren't so
sure. The fact is that too lit tle is known about the health
of a man who, as a potential
vice president, automatically
becomes a potential president. That is deeply troubling.
Secretiveness about
Cheney's health didn't end
with his refusal to release
relevant detai Is during the
campaign.
It was also in evidence
last Wednesday, when Bush
assured the nation that
Cheney had not suffered a
heart attack. Even as Bush

► SEE CHENEY
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your, um, preaching. However,
you might try the citizens of
What exactly is
Florida.
Timothy gaining from all his
liberal shock talk? I think he
Mike Allen
simply enjoys shocking people;
at least that's what I'm hoping
he's really trying to do. If he's
Dear Editor;
really serious about all this,
that's even more disturbing.
' As I read Richard Timothy's
Timothy reminds me
column every week, it's the
of.the mad little boy in kindersame old thing. Timothy says
garten who gets his kicks by
something ultra-controversial
saying naughty words to shock
about gays or abortion, etc.,
the other children. It's the
then the next day the paper is
Dear Editor,
same thing, he's just older and
flooded with angry students
instead of swear words he uses
protesting his ideas with their
I think there are many
controversial ideas.
own beliefs, usually combined
changes
in library nowadays. I
He's
the
Marilyn
with a religious reference.
notice that a lot of students do
Manson of USU; the "Great
I ask you, is Mr. Timothy
Libertarian Hope." 1 would like not switch off their cellular
really trying to enlighten us
phones in the library, and also
to thank Mr. Timothy for his
with his ideas, or is he simply
insights on life. Though contro- bring foods to the library. I
trying to get a rise out of us?
versial, they make me feel bet-' think the librarians should give
Think about it: An anti-reliwarnings and post a warning
ter about my own beliefs. It's
gion, pro-choice, as-left-asto the students who bring food
kind of like seeing a homeless
you-can-get Libertarian has
and do not switch off their
person. You feel sorry for
decided, of all places, Logan,
phones because the library is a
them, but they make you
Utah, as the best place to step
quiet place for students to
appreciate
what
you
have.
But
on his soapbox. Logan, a
study.
a word of advice to Mr.
small, predominantly Mormon
community, in one of the most Timothy: Logan is probably not
Ronadi Ng
the best target-audience for
conservative states in the

Shock talk
cheap

was speaking, Cheney's doctors, after diagnosing a
"mild" heart attack, were
carrying out a procedure to
open up a seriously clogged
artery.
Did Bush deliberately and
foolishly try to mislead?
Karen Hughes, his press secretary, later said she knew
about the surgery but hadn't
bothered to tell Bush.
If true, that is an alarming
insight into how the flow of

nation.

Libraries
should be
regulated

Election full
of deceit
Dear Editor,
Our nation is on the verge
of electing a president on a
lie: that George Bush received
more Florida votes than Al
Gore.
The Bush camp understands this, and has spent the
last three weeks obfuscating
the relevant issues, diverting
attention from important
questions, intimidating elections boards and blocking
every attempt at any complete
count unfettered by the gross
distortions and omissions of
the machine count
Republicans wrongly praise
as "objective."
Their success at preventing a single complete count is
due in no small part to the
power of Bush's brother and

Florida campaign manager in
their roles as governor and
secretary of state, respectively.
More than 2,500 votes in
Miami-Dade and Palm Beach
Counties have yet to see the
light of day in a race separated by 500 votes. The
Republican rhetoric about
"counting over and over until
Gore gets the result he likes"
is a lie, and they know it.
This mockery of democracy makes developing nation
elections look downright
impeccable. We must
demand that Bush stop using
his personal connections to
block the search for the truth,
and allow ONE complete,
transparent hand count, mon itored by representatives of
both parties and the media .
As Joe Lieberman said, how
can we teach our children
that every vote counts if we
don't even try to count every
vote?

Jim Steitz

~STATESMAN
Staff
EJitor in Chief
News EJitur
Feature!t E<litur

S1x>rtsEditor
Wire Editor
Photo Editor

Vicky Campbell
Leah L. Culler
Jare<lStera,r
Aamn Morton
Jc::nnif
er Drennan

Liz Maud,ley

About letters
• Letters should be limited to 350
word~.
• All letters may be shortened, e<lite<l
or rejected for reasons of good taste,
redundancy or volume of similar lett ers.
• No anonymou, letters will be published. Writer., must sign all letters anti
include a phone number or e-mail
addres.,and a student identification
number.
• Letters representing b'Toups - or
more than one indi,idual - must have a
singular representative clearly stated,
with all necessaryidentification infonnation.

• Writers mu.t wait 21 <lavsbefore
submitting succes.i.ive
lettet'S- no
exceptions.

• Letters can l,e hanJ dd ivered or
mailed to Th, Statmmm in the TSC,
Room319, or can be e-maileJ to editor@,ute>man.u,u.eJu

If you have an iJea
fur the "Faculty Soapbox," contact die
ediwr in chief at 797-1762.
Faculty members:
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752-2250

JO IN US FOR THE
UT AH STATE UNIVERSITY
PRESIDENT'S DIVERSITY FORUM

"OPPORTUNITIES FOR DIVERSITY
IN UTAH -- PART II: RELIGIOUS
DIVERSITY"
TUESDAY, 5 December 2000
l0A.M. TO 12NOON
ECCLES CONFERENCE CENTERAUDITORIUM

► CONSUMERISM
From Page 10

Gift-buying has
become the focus of
Christmas, when really
the message should be
quite different. While
giving a gift is a gesture
of love, the sincerity
behind the giving is the
real gift.
Isn't that the point of
the season? Showing

how much we love and
care for each other
should be the focus? And
while the season does
bring opportunities like
Sub for Santas and other
charity projects, in reality many of us only take
care of our fellow man
for a short ti me before
we forget and get back

to the hustle bustle of
life.
Messages encouraging
thoughtfulness yearround have become
cliche, but should still
ring true: The season
should last all year. We
should think of each
other, like we do at
Christmas, all the time.

► CHENEY
From Page 10
essential information is controlled in the Bush camp.
Presidents, or their doctors or families, often hide
the truth about health problems that could affect how
they carry out their duties.
The public knew nothing

about the onset of RonaId
Reagan's Alzheimer's disease near the end of his
presidency.
The Addison's disease
that John F. Kennedy suffered was regarded as a vi rtual state secret.

Franklin D. Roosevelt's
doctors knew he was dying
from heart disease even as
he ran for a fourth term in
1944, but they didn't tell
even the president or his
family.
The never-acknowledged
breakdown in Woodrow
Wilson's health late in his
second term left his presidency in the hands of
unelec;:ted surrogates.
Precisely because experience shows clearly that
presidents tend to hide or
minimize serious health
problems, it's right to insist,
befo re they are elected, that
all presidential and vice
presidential candidates disclose whatever medical
information might be relevant to their ability to serve.
To wait until a possibly
foreseeable problem actually manifests itself is not a
sound alternative.

President George Emert
will moderate panel discussion with audience

•

F. Ross Peterson, PhD, Assistant for Special Projects and Events, USU
Athletics, and Professor Emeritus of History at USU

•

H. Grant Vest , President, USU Sixth Stake, Church of J~us Christ of Latter-day
Sai.n.ts

•

Fr. Oarence J. Sandoval, Pastor, St. Thomas Aquinas Catholic Church, Logan

•

Ruth Flier, Rector, St. John's Episcopal Church, Logan

•

Jerry Hirano, Reverend, Buddhist Temple , Salt Lake City

•

Frank Johnke, Reverend, First Presbyterian Church, Logan

•

Richley H. Crapo , PhD, Profes sor of Anthropology, USU

Tflis program is free a11dope11 to the public . TIie President 's Diversity Forums are partofUSU'.r
c011ti1111ing
commitment to11ll(/erstw1ding and valuing diversity through i11tercrctivediscussio11. For
further i11formatiu11 or to request c1ccommodatio11s for people will, disabilities, please call //,e
Affirmative Aclio11/Equal Opportunity Office al (-/35) 79 7-1266 m• luler tllun Friday, 1 December.

UlilhStnte
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Newservice
fromSaltLakeCity
toJFK,
NewYork
City's
most
ontimeairport
JetBlue
is nowbooking
travel
through
April30,2001
AllnewAirbus
planes
Personal
24channel
DIRECTV®
NoSaturday
nightstayrequired
Roomy
leather
seats
JetBlue
alsoserves:
r~
;' J

Housingand Food
Services,Honors
Program,Study Abroad
and the International
StudentOfficewill be
offering a "GlobalVillage
, ...- Jlall"
starting Fall
Semester 2001. Students
.··. : interested in becoming
-~ part of this exciting
option should contact on
of the offices listed as
soon as possible.

:,,±

A NeweFlaeh:
Ev«alnemath tutor1119
le nowavallal:M
In T5C Room304A

BURLINGTON

$129oNEWAY
$129ONEWAY
$129ONEWAY

ORLANDO

$169oNEWAY

TAMPA

$169oNEWAY

BUFFALO
ROCHESTER

If you are a
reentry student
(a student with
a gap of five or
moreyears in
your education)
check out the
resourcesin
the Women's
Centerand
Reentry
Student Center,,_ _,,.
TSC 310.

$169ONEWAY
FORT
LAUDERDALE
WEST
PALM
BEACH

$169oNEWAY

FORT
MYERS

$169oNEWAY

TONEW
YORK
CITY:
THEPLANES
ARENEW.
THEPRICE
ISRETRO.

from5-9p.m. on
Tuee and Thureday.
TOFLY:

ttWhat
WeCan'tDoAlone
WeCanDoToether"

Y'I,.

WWW.JETBLUE.COM
OR1-8O0-JETBLUE
$2offperone-way
tripwhen
youbook
atjetblue.com**
AllJetBlue
travel1sviaelectronic
ticketing
andfaresmustbepurchased
at timeof reservation
All fares
areone
-wayandnonrefundable
Changes
maybemadepriorlo schedu
leddeparture
for$25andapplicable
faread1ustment
Cancellat,ons
mayIlemadepriorto scheduled
departure
fora JelBluecredit,whichis valid
foroneyear andis subject
to a $25fee. Faresdonotinclude
Passerger
Facility
Charges
of upto $6each
waya~da Federa
l Segment
Taxof upto $2.75persegment.
A segment
1sa takeoffandland,ng*Lowest
fares arelimitedandmaynotbe available
onall flijlhts Othe
r reslnct,ons
apply **Savean addtional
$2perone-waytrip Travel
mustbebooked
byDec31.2000
. Ontimepertormance
based
ontheAur,and
Sept2000A11
TravelConsumer
Reports
provided
bytheU.S
. Department
ofTransportation

Dilbert/Scott
Adams

■ MORE COMICS INSIDE !
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ASOK IS DOWN.
DOES ANYONE
KNOW CPR?

Wednesday, November 29
•Philosophy club meeting open for everyone.
"X-Men" showing with a
presentation by Dr.
Robson from the
Philosophy Dept. 6 p.m.
Widstoe Hall 007.

•The Listening Post, 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. in the
Hub

Thursday, November 30
•Come watch "Dead
Poets Society" in the Ray
B. West building room
214 at 7 p.m. Bring food
to donate to CAPSA.
Free Refreshments!
•Amauta series, "Native

American Indian Heroes,"
7 p.m. ECC, Room 305
•Ecological Coahtion of
Students presentation/
movie about Wilderness
Protection in Utah, TSC
Auditorium, 7 p.m.
ContactJim 797-5764.

Friday, December 1
•"Mistresses, Maids,
Mediums: Gender and
Class at the Victorian
Seance." by Brian
McCuskey, USU English
professor, TSC Colony
Room noon to 1:30 p.rn.

•USU Women's
Basketball Club 7:00 p.m.
Spectrum
•The YSA Moonlight
Christmas Dance. Guys get your dates. The cast is
$10 a couple but $8 if prepaid.

F.Y.I.
•United Campus Volunteers "Chan!!C Someone's
Christmas." J lelp the elderly h,ive a hetter Chnsonas,
donate your change in the Hub.
• Insarute acti\'ity for lnternJtional Students.Trip to Salt
Lake City, Oec. 2, 9 a.111.Cost is $5. Acti,~ties include:
Tour of temple square, "The Testaments," lunch provided. Plan on your own dinner. See Chrisams lights.
•Elite Hall Dance, Dec. 2, les.~ons7 to 8 p.m. SI. Dancmg
•President's Diversity Forum, ''Opportunities for
Diversity in Utah - Part II: Religious Diversity." Dec.
5, IO :i.m. to noon, ECC Auditorium.
•USU Ceramics Guild announces "its annual holiday sale
Dec . 5 and 6. The s:ile takes plJce in the Taggart Srudent
Center fnternational Lounge from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
•Come draw from models. SI/hr. Free Food. Any
medium. No cbss, Guest artist (Greg Olsen, Steve Songer,
Jon Anderson) Begins No\'. 20 until the encl of spring
semester. Mondays FA, Room 102, 8:30 to 10:30 p.m ..
Thursciays 8:30 to
p.m . FA, Room 2rFJ.
•The USU Marriage & Family Therapy Clinic provides
individual, marital, and family therapy. Therapy is individu:ilized to meet the unique needs and situations of
clients. Therapy is provided by graduate students completing their M.S. degrees under supervision of clinical faculty
on a sliding fee scale b,1sis. For more information or to
make an appoinancnt, please call 797-N30 . Appoinanents

10:rn
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AG-gravation/Nick,
Perkins

arc available during both day and evening hours.
• Help build a progressive grassroots coalition. Join the
Green Party Campus Coalition, '-ov. 30, 6 p.m. TSC,
Room 335. More info W\\w,usu.edu/greens
•USU Snowmobile Club meeting. Dec . 7, 7 p.m.
Sunburst Lounge. Come help plan this year activities. For
more info. jsnoorda@cc.usu.edu or 787-8269.
•Make a child's Chrisonas Merry. Support the Mortar Board
Children's Literacy bookdrive. Donate used or new hooks
to storytellers at the Cache Valley Mall tmtil Dec. 7
•To wam1 hands, feet and hearts, Valley residents are
encouraged to give to the Minen Tree sponsored by the
USU Women's Center Advisory Board. Donations of
l\'EvV mittens, hats, and socks, for Cache Vallev in fonts
:ind children are welcomed. Items may be donaied through
Dec. 13, at many locations off campus. On campus TSC
Carousel Square. More info. 797-1728.
•The Child and Family Support Center will sponsor classes in Parenting, \A/ednesday evenings, 7 to 8:30 p.m.,
$20/person or $25/couple. Children's Social Skills, $10 per
child. Beginning)anuaty JOthrough February 28. For
more infonnation call 752-8880
•Holiday Brown Bag Luncheons for USU Employees
will be held in the MS building 2 I 7, noon to I p.m. Lowcal treats and beverage provided. The series will be repeated
Dec. 5, 6, 7. Limited seating call Heidi 797-1814 for reserv:ition.
•The Cache Valley Folk Dancers are hosting a New
England Style Contra Dance December 2, 7:30 p.111.
Whittier Community Center, 290 N. 400 East, in Logan.
The public is invited and beginners are welcome. All the
d:mccs are taught. Live music ,vi)l be provided by the local
band, TatterJack. $4 donation is requested at the Joor .

WE'D BETTER
STRIP HIM
AND SHAVE
HIM JUST
IN CASE.

I DON'T
THINK
50.

■ SLF8T@CC.USU.EDU

MA!JI oue.TfAMS LCSIN<:. MAYSE.
1,,,1£,
SHOULD
\JRE.H'f SAD.
)UST~ ~cf'l.f.

■ SLW3Q@CC.USU.EDU
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Lee·sCoupon
Malt-O-Meal
Cereals
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SuperRise
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Coke
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Golden Grain
Spaghetti,
Macaroni or
Angel Hair

fferValid
UntilDecember
2, 2000
Offer GoodOnlyAtLee's
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2% Milk
Gallon
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Meadow Gold
Ice Cream
HalfGallonAssorted

Dole
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Tou •·ney ti •11e
USU qualifies for the NCAA Tournament for
the first time, will play in Provo on Friday
SHE:REEN SAUREY

The other match-up in the
has been a goal for the team since
region is Brigham Young
the beginning of the season.
University against Hofstra
Senior Melissa Schoepf said the
University.
accomplishment is particularly
"It's a little surprising to be put special to the seniors. She noted
in the same region as
the team hoped it
Brigham Young, but in a ~
would have played in
way that is good because §
the tournament last
there won't be as many
0 ,,.,,.,=,.,,=»•<«•
year, and the players
distractions," Peterson
NCAA Volleyball were disappointed
said.
Tournament
when they did not.
Tickets are $6 for
"I think us making
The Big West
it this year reflects on
Conference is also send- one night, $10 for
last year and how we
ing the University of the the whole session.
Pacific, the University of Call:
wanted it so bad," she
(801) 378-BYU-1
said.
California at Santa
Barbara, Long Beach
Outside hitter Amy
State University and California
Crosbie said earning the herth to
Polytechnic State University to
the tournament her senior year
the tournament. Pacific ( 15-1 in
means the world to her.
the BWC) won the conference
"To say that I've been part of
title.
this program and part of the long
Only the Big 12, Big 10 and
haul up this big mountain we've
Pac-10 Conferences are sending
been climbing for awhile is a big
more teams than the BWC, as all
deal," Crosbie said. "We're not at
three of those leagues will have
the peak yet. [The tournament] is
six teams in the 64-team field.
just another obstacle we have to
Advancing to the tournament
get through - and it will be fun."

Senior SportsWriter

For the first time in school
history, USU's women's volleyball
team has advanced to the NCAA
Tournament. The No. 21 Aggies
will play in the first round vs. No.
2 3 University of Missouri 5 p.m.
on Friday in Provo.
USU finished fourth in the Big
West Conference, boasting a season record of21-9, 10-6 in league
action.
"[We've] had lots of firsts for
the team this year," said head
coach Tom Peterson. "It's a great
honor to play in the NCAA
Tournament, but now we want to
play as well as a top team in the
country should play."
USU is one of five teams making a first appearance at the tournament this year. Other first-time
schools include Missouri,
Alabama A&M, Texas-San
Antonio and Georgia State
University.

TJME

2000 Division I Women's

VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIP
First and Second Rounds
Novemt>er~1. 1-2. or 2-3

Regional&
December 7-8 8-9

Of

9-10

SemHlnal1
December 14

N11ion1I

Championship

Semffinals
December 14

R•g !onals

First and Second Rounds
Nove'Tlber 30-1 1-2. Ot 2·3

Oecembef 7-8 8 9. or 9 t 0

08oamt>e• 16
"Nebrnk•

21--0

'Southern

~
.................

Princeton 20-8)

South Carolina 2,-E

California

(25-'2)

Geo, ia St. 28·9
Cal Po

(16-11)

South Florida 128-5)
North Ca rollna 26- 7
Southea1t MlUOrl St . (22·1}
Arkansas-little

VOLLIYIALL
CHAMPIONSHIP

Rock 23-6)

'Florida (27-4

PACIFIC

'Penn St (27•5)
James Madison 2HI
TennPSsee (23-91

ton St. 18·9
Geor ia Tech (2 S-7)

WHhln

Colorado 116-11
Rodford 28 -6)
( 30◄)

"Colorado St
-Wisconsin

28-3)

Bucknell (H-1'
Western Mic.hi an (25-S)
Not1hern Iowa (28·<1
Kansas St. (20-8

lo ola (Illinois) (22·8

F1irlield 2S.6

TONY BROW"1 SHOOTS a jump shot

in USU's last exhibition game. Shooting guard Brown

scored five points in USU's win over Colorado Springs Saturday./Zak

Larsen photo

USU gets by Colo. Springs,
looks to ISU in Pocatello
USU dominates UCCS
inside on Saturday

~---;.P,ppe

Ags hope the 'hammer'
falls on Bengals tonight

MIDEAST

Mor an St (2S-15
Wisconsin-M1lwaiukce

At Smith Fieldhouse,Provo
7 p.m.
Hofstra (23-10
•MinnHota

21-3

usu
uccs

► SEE HOOPS
Page 16

Houston (2~·10)

Ora1 Roberts (21-11)
"Pacific

6 p.m.

Californla) (26-3)

* host
Saturday

REUBE'I WADS\\ORTH

AssistantSportsEditor
"Put the hammer on them."
After exploding out of the blocks for a
That's what the Utah State basketball
12-2 lead, the USU men's basketuall team
team has to do in its contest to<layagainst
looke<llike Dr. Jclq•ll an<lMr. Hyde the
Idaho State University in Pocatello, sai<l
rest of the night in its home opener
both assistant coach Randy Rahe and forSaturday against Division II University of
ward Shawn Daniels.
Colorado at Colorado
Springs.
Putting the hammer on
The Aggies were able to
them means the Aggies can't
overcome 20 turnovers an<l
let the opposing team get back
what USU head coach Stew
into the game like they did in
Morrill called "atrocious" sectheir past two contests against
Austin Peay State University
ond-half defense, scoring 52
>Game MVP
and the Gniversity of Colorado
points on shots within 3 feet
Sh:1w11Danids
of the basket in their 68-61
at Colora<lo Springs.
sccm:d ,1 carc.:c.:r-l11gh
victory over the 1\fountain
".Most of it's just concentra28 point, and
tion," said starting shooting
Lions. \Vith the victory, the
gr.11Jbc.:d
7 rdxJurKls.
guard Tony Brown. "\Ve need
Aggies improved to 3-1 on the
>Key Stat
to close the Joor when we have
year and 29-3 at the Spectrum
the chance."
under coach Morrill.
LJSLJout -shot Colo.
Against Colorado at
"\Ve have a long ways to go
:-pring., 65 pc.:rcc.:nl
10
as a basketball team," Morrill
Colorado Springs the Aggies
55 rx:rcc.:nl.
(3-1) were ahead by 17 with
said.
>Turning Point
"I think we're worried
3:05 to go when the Mountain
The: Aggies hit their
Lions started inching closer.
about trying to be too goo<l
first four shob to
right now. \Ve'd hetter worry
USU escaped with a 68-61
take: a 12-2 lead four
win. USU wasn't as lucky
about trying to get better
minutes into the:
against Austin Peay. After leadtomorrow," he sai<lwhen
garne
ing the whole game the Aggies
asked why the game was as
let the Governors tie it up at
close as it was.
·when the Aggies weren't
the end of regulation on their
way to a 80-76 win in overtime.
turning the ball over, they were having
Rahe said USU nee<lsto change its
their way in the low post. Power forward
Shawn Daniels and center Dimitri Jorssen
mindset against ISU. \\'arching the game
comhined for ·H points on 20-of-26
film was good for the players because it
showed they let up too much in the end shooting, with 13 rebounds. Daniels finthe team felt like the game was over after
ished the game with a career-high 28
building the 17-point~lea<lagainst the
points, shattering his previous recor<l of
17 points.
Lions, he said. Instead of easing up when
When asked about his performance in
they have a hig lea<l,the Aggies should play
eYen har<ler, Rahe sai<l.
the low blocks, Daniels <leferre<lcredit to

68
61

► SEE HAMMER
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USU'smission impossiblealmost
came true in Dennehy'sfirst season
AARON MORTON

SportsEditor
August 18: USU's football
team's media day. About eight
members of the Salt Lake and
Cache Valley media descended
on Romney Stadium to interview a host of players and coaches.
As the reporters wandered
around the field asking questions, they continued to hear the
same thing: The Aggies were
going to win the conference.
For most college football
teams, this is a standard procedure. Don't say anything negative, don't bad mouth other
players.
But this was Utah State. The
team's coach was fired immediately after last season with some
controversy, the new coach had
never coached at the Division I
level, and the team was extremely young. Every poll and magazine had USU at the bottom of
the Big \Vest Conference.
Though the team was 1-4
after being run out of Cougar
Stadium in USU's final nonconference game,

(2:M)

M1ch1 an St. (H-12)
Texas A&M (19-8)

*Brigham Young (24-6)

Friday

JASOl'I
TuR:-.rn
S1affWriter

rd!ne 23-6
*UCLA 22•7)

runningback/returner Emmett
White looked reporters in the
eye and sai<lhis team would
compete for the final Big West
Championship.
The players knew what they
were talking about.
"I think we have made significant, measurable progress,"
Dennehy said.
Despite the disappointing loss
to Idaho State University in the
finale, the Aggies did a lot more
than anyone thought they
would.
Taking a page from the 19992000 USU basketball team's
book, USU won when it counted, winning its first four Big
\,Vest games to force a championship game with favorite Boise
State University.
The Broncos did embarrass
the Aggies, scoring eight touchdowns in their 66- 38 win in
Bronco Stadium.
"Coming short in Boise was a
real difficult pill to swallow,"
Dennehy said.
The season ended on a sour
note when USU lost 27-24 to
Division I-AA JSU in Romney
Stadium. The usually potent

Aggie offense seemed stuck in
mud, or the frozen turf.
Dennehy said anybody can
beat anybody in college football
and it was a tough lesson for
USU to learn.
"If we can learn from that, we
can use that as great motivation," he said.
While that was the low point,
the high point was the run at the
championship, Dennehy said.
After losing tough road
games to Texas Tech University
an<lArizona State University
and dropping two of three instate games vs. the University of
Utah, Brigham Young
University and Southern Utah
University, the Aggies opened
up with a 17-12 win over the
University of North Texas.
\Vhile the victory wasn't anything spectacular, it was important to the team's confidence.
Then the team wowed the
home crowd with a 31-14 drubbing of the University of I<laho.
The win was all that more
► SEE SEASON
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made the team, despite only
starting for half the season.
Eagal said he was kind of surSeven Aggies have been
prised that Busta got the award
named the first-team all-Big
over senior Cade Smith. But it
\Vest Conference team
was Busta who saw the most
Tuesday.
time during conference games.
Seniors Blake Eagal OineBusta, a sophomore, was the
backer), Brent Passey (lineonly USU player named to the
backer), Aaron ,Jones (wide
coaches' team that wasn't
receiver) and Jeff Long (offen- ·.. named to the collegefootballsive lineman) led the group of · news.com all-Big \Vest team,
USU players awarded by the
which was announced Tuesday.
B\iVC'scoaches. Record-breakIn addition, vVhite,Jones,
er Emmett \Nhite (running
Long, Pumam, Eagal and
back),Jesse Busta (linebacker)
Passey, USU punter Steve
and Nate Pumam (defensive
Mullins was named to the team.
end) round out the list.
Pumam was the only fresh"lt's a real honor to get the
man on the coaches' BvVC first
award," said Eagal, a native of
team.
Stockton, Calif. "I felt like I
Earlier this month, Eagal
had a pretty good year."
joined senior place kicker Brad
Fellow linebacker Busta also
Bohn in earning a spot on the

first-team academic all-district
VIII. Bohn has a 3.41 GPA
while Eagal has posted a 3.61
GPA- both are majoring in
psychology.
However, Eagal - like several of his senior teammates is looking at professional football in the near future. Even
though he is going to graduate
this winter, he's going to stay
on ~ampus to work out in the
spnng.
"I want to be playing at
some level," he said.
It's a good time to be playing
professional football .because
there are several choices
beyond the National Football
League. The Canadian Football
League, NFL Europe and the
newly-formed XFL are all
options for players.

AARON MORTO:\'

From Page 13
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impressive because U of I was one of
USU's main rivals - the Vandals smashed
the Aggies 31-3 in Pullman, Wash., the
season before.
"Once we got into league, we played a
brand of football that we were capable of
playing," Dennehy said. "The kids made a
statement."
The next week, one "kid" made another
big statement.
Against New Mexico State University,
junior running back Emmett White
smashed the NCAA record for all-purpose
yards in a game with 578 yards. He also
scored four touchdowns, including the
winning one with 28 seconds left in a wild
44-37 victory in Las Cruces, N.M. For his
efforts, the humble White earned national
recognition and a small story in Sports
Illustrated.
White is one of the reasons the future
looks bright - "very bright," Dennehy
said - for Utah State. \Vhite and most of
the offensive and defensive units will
return next year.
The lineman and defensive backs are
extremely young, while linebackers Jesse
Busta and Tony Newson (senior who
received a medical red shirt) will be back.
His main blocker John Roberts and half
the offensive line will be back. Jose
Fuentes and starter-turned-challenger Jeff
Crosbie will be back. The biggest challenge, Dennehy said, will be trying to
replace Aaron Jones.
But the former Montana head coach
will have a lot of scholarships to offer. He
cleaned house when he came in this season, taking about 20 scholarships away.
Only the NCAA restriction of signing a
maximum of 25 players will hold him
back.
But USU fans can't say, "Wait 'till next
year," because there isn't going to be a
next year - at least for the Big West
Conference in football. The Aggies are
going to go it alone next season as an
independent.
"Our hands are really tied for a year,"
Dennehy said. "[But) our philosophy has
been to deal with the circumstances the
best we can."
So USU has made a schedule that will
be challenging, but also fan-friendly
because of the type of teams that will play
in Romney Stadium. The University of
Wyoming, the University of Oregon, the
University of Central Florida and regional
teams ISU and Weber State University
will come to Logan .
"We have a great home schedule,"
Dennehy said.
But with the schedule comes three trips
East - including Louisiana State
University . The pro : Seeing some places
that some kids have never seen: The con:
The trips will be expensive, Dennehy said.
But even playing stronger opponents,
the Aggies will only have an outside
chance of playing in the postseason .
"An at-large bowl would be the pot of
gold at the end of the year," Dennehy said.
Aggie fans hope that gold isn't as mythical as the pot of gold at the end of the
rainbow.
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Zundel's NCAA run caps off
successful cross country season

Chevran

Southgate
Chevron

•

12oz. cup of HOT, FRESH Campbell's Soup
with any fill-up (8 Gal. or more)

KATRINA CARTWRIGHT

Sports Writer

With a minus l 9-degree
wind-chill factor, Mitch Zundel
was the only Aggie to compete
in the NCAA Cross Country
Championships in Ames, Iowa,
Nov. 20, officially ending this
year's cross country season.
Zundel finished 147th out of
255 runners, which is more
impressive than it might sound.
"One-hundred and fortyseventh doesn't seem like a
really good place," said head
coach Gregg Gensel, "but
when you consider that he was
only 60 seconds from being
All-American, and it was 19
below with the wind chill, his
finish was pretty good."
"I didn't expect him to even
make it [to the championships]
this year," Gensel said, "it
being only his second year of ·
running cross country with us,
so I am really excited about
what he accomplished. He'll do
good in indoor and outdoor
track and continue to progress
and become stronger, more
confident and more aggressive."
Because the Aggies didn't
qualify for the championships
as a team, their last meet was
the NCAA Regionals Nov. 11
in Ogden, where Zundel qualified individually. Rebecca
Thornley and Beka Leffler also
raced well at the meet and were
only seconds behind being able
to go to the championships,
too.
Thornley and Leffler were
the top two Aggie finishers on
the women's team at every
meet this year and had several
first- and second-place overall
individual finishes.
"Rebecca and Beka did outstanding all year," Gensel said.
"They ran well and came really
close to qualifying for nationals."
Gensel said that despite
being so young, this year's team
had a good season.
"Tne team did better than I
expected," he said. "I am

ALWAYS serving the highest quality gasoline.
To help keep you safe on the road.
904 S. MAIN
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~~•e
+--·

· '\'
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invited to...
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Tempests Storm."
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NA

montrail
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MITCH ZUNDEL RUNS at the NCAA meet in Ames, Iowa on Nov.

20. He finished 147th out of 255runners as USU's only runner in
the race./Eli Lucero, Ames Tribune photo

pleased because they tried so
hard. They are much better
than the teams of the past few
years."
Gensel also said one thing
he learned this year was to
never underestimate the abilities of the individual runners. If
they have enough mental
strength and determination,
they can accomplish what they
want to.
Gensel said he is looking
forward to next year's team
being even better. He has
signed one female recruit
already, with another coming
soon. He said he expects to
sign many more men and
women in the spring.

The men's team is losing
one of its top five runners,
Brick Bergeson - but Zundel,
JasonJones, Demetrios
Cabanillas,Jesse Hodges and
Steve Prescott will all be back
next year.
The women's team will lose
bpth Thornley and Leffler, but
will return Shae Messersmith,
Christi Howell, Sharee Hatch
and Carol Cabanillas.
Most of the cross country
runners also run indoor and
outdoor track to stay in shape
year round and are now training for the indoor track season.
Their first official practice will
be Dec. 9, with the meets starting in January.
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The New York Mets should
demand a recount.
Sure they lost the World
Series to their New York counterparts in just five games, but
the games were really close .
Three of them were decided
by just one run, and the other
two were decided by two
runs.
I'm sure if the scorekeepers
looked a little closer they'd
find an extra run or two for
the Mets. And if they don't,
they can always fudge a little.
Do you remember the play
at the plate in Game 2 of the
Series - the one when Derek
Jeter threw out Ti mo Perez at

Brown said turnovers are
most frequent at the beginning
of the season - USU is averaging 19 turnovers a game so
far this year. Turnovers plagued
the Aggies in the last two contests, so the team worked on
ball handling in practice this
week. Brown said the Aggies
have lived by one main rule this
week - never mrn the ball
over twice in a row.
Though turnovers have been
a problem this season, offense
hasn't.
"We're shooting the ball
really well," Brown said.
"We're getting great looks at
the basket."
The Aggies are shooting
54.7 percent from the field so
far. They aren 't too shabby

---4Costa Rica

Starting at
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witha Courcilstooent
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on Sll'<laysstartingon Feb. 25, 2001.ThelastdepartureisAprilt , 2001. Ratesdo not ocludedeparturetax, passenger
lacili1y
charges& shipp~g.

2144 South Highland Drive, Suite 120

TOLL FREE 1-877-FLYCOUNCIL
counciltr

a vel.com

it's obvious they wou ld have
been home runs had they not
stuck to the bat, so we should
count those in the recount,
too.
We shou ld recount every- '
thing. Who knows what's
been screwed up.
Joe Dimaggio's 56-game
hitting streak! Recount it.
Wayne Gretsky ' s 894
career goals? Recount them.
W hat about the 61 NH L
records he ho lds? Count 'em
again .
How ' bout the 51,475
yard s John Elway passed for
th roughout his career?
Cuentelas!
·
The kilos of cocaine Da rryl
Strawberry has vacuumed up
over the years? Recount them.
It real ly doesn 't matter who
wins or loses. If teams just
keep counting , sooner or later
they ' re bound to come out on
top.
I can't wait 't ill the Super
Bowl.

Casey Hobson is a photogr apher for the Statesman. He
can be reached at
hobsonhut @hotmail.com

►HOOPS
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Spring Break
HEADQUARTERS
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is essential that every run gets
counted, and if it takes awhile,
then big freakin ' deal. Spring
training doesn 't start until
February. We've got time . It's
the princip le that ' s important
here, and every run should
·count.
t\nd we shouldn't stop w ith
this year's Fall Classic, either.
Think of all the teams and athletes over the years who have
been cheated out of their 15
minutes of fame.
We should definite.ly
recount Sammy Sosa's home
runs from 1998. After al I, he
was just four shy of Mark
McGwi re, and there wa s no
reco unt. Think abou t how
many homer s Sosa would
have picked if someone had
recounted t he ones he hit at
Pro Players Stadium agai nst
the Florida Ma rl ins.
There are more Sosa fans in
that part of Florida tha n there
are McGwire fans, so surely
Sosa hit more home runs
there . If we'd just recoun t
them.
Truth be known, some of
Sosa's home runs are probab ly
still hanging on the bat. And

►HAMMER

Travel
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the plate. Perez meant to
score, right? Well, you can't
punish him for being stupid.
Yeah, he should have run
hard al I the way aro und the
bases, but he was probably
confused by his third base
coach .
\
Believe me, I've played ·
baseball , and sometimes it' s
hard to tell whether the base
coach is waving you home or
toward left field. The re are
times the runner just has to
guess, and that's not fair.
Perez should get to run the
bases again.
In fact, the entire Subway
Series should be played over
again. It's obvious that numerous Mets players intended to
score, but they were too con fused. To punish them for their
ignorance just isn't fair . It's not
what this great nation is about.
It's mean and un-American .
We need to make sure
every run is counted from this
year's World Series, and the
Mets shouldn't rest until
they've won . So what if it
tears the baseball world apart?
So what if it leaves the rulebook dangling by a thread? It

from the three-point line,
either, shooting 51 percent so
far this year. Brown is the
team's leading scorer, averaging
14 points in the last four
games, with Daniels close
behind at 13.8.
'
Rahe said playing the
Bengals in Pocate llo is like
heading into a lion's den. The
Bengals will be hungry for a
win, especially after suffering
two straight losses.
"Anyone that goes in there
has a heck of a time trying to
beat them," he said.
"\,Ve should have our hands
full," Daniels said.
ISU runs a lot of set plays
and has some excellent shooters, Rahe said. The Bengals
change up defenses and are

excellent rebou nders, he added.
T he Bengals are led by
seniors J ordie McTavish, a
Un iversity of Utah trans fer
who averages 12 point s a game
at the point guard position, and
Tim Erickson, a forward averaging 10.5 points per contest.
Rahe said ISU played well in
the second half against No. 13
Utah, holding the Utes to 37
percent from the field . Despite
their stellar play in the second
half, the Bengals fell to the
Utes 71-65 in the first game of
the season for both teams.
USU will be ISU's third
straight opponen t from Utah.
T he Bengals fell to South ern
Utah U niversity, 82-64, on
Saturday.
USU Leadsthe series 25-13.

his teammates. He said good
ball movement and penetration
by the guards allowed him to
get easy looks all game long.
"I try to srny as_close to the
basket as I can," Daniels said.
Although the Aggies shot 56
percen t for the game , they
were never able to pull away
from the Mountain Lions.
_Stroug individual play by
Jerome Brown (15 points),
Quincy Simpson (18 points) ,
and \,Vayne Rhymes (21 points)
kept the Mountain Lions on
top .
"They came in and did a
really good job," Morrill said
of the Mountain Lions.
Once again USU struggled
from the charity stripe, hitting
only l l-of-20.
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New elections to be held
for Israel's prime minister
ance before the lawmakers. In
a speech, Barak announced
that he would no longer resist
JERUSALEM - Israel's
the opposition push for elecparliament voted ovenvhelmtions.
ingly Tuesday to hold new
"I do not flinch from elecelections, after Prime Minister
tions. I say if you want elecEhud Barak - his governtions, let there be elections for
ment shaken by two months of prime minister and for the
street battles with the
Knesset," Barak told parliaPalestinians - reluctantly
ment.
agreed to hard-liners'
Throughout the day, Barak
demands for an early vote.
saw the opposition gain more
Polls have shown elections
and more votes, until it
would be a risky proposition
became clear that more than
for Barak, as his minority govhalf the members would vote
ernment
against
has been
him.
steadily losIn his
ing support
speech,
from many
Barak
Israelis who
blamed
perceive
opposihim as ineftion
fective in
leader
ending the
Ariel
bloodshed.
Sharon
However,
for
a vote
rejecting
would
his offer
prime minister
probably
to create
not be held
a unity
before
governspring, givment.
ing Barak
However,
time for a
in a later
last-ditch
TV
effort to forge a peace agreeinterview, Barak also acknowlment with the Palestinians.
edged that he had "made misElections could serve as a reftakes."
erendum on the agreement.
Recent polls have indicated
Palestinian officials said they
that if elections were held
were hopeful an accord could
now, Barak would be defeated
be reached before the elecby any opposition candidate,
tions.
including Sharon and former
The 120-member legislature
Prime Minister Benjamin
voted separately on five bills
Netanyahu.
calling for early elections.
Israeli commentators said
Four of the bills were
Barak's only chance to remain
approved by more than 70
in power was to reach a peace
mem hers of the house. Only
agreement. "Ehud Barak is
three legislators were opposed,
running in the election withand the rest abstained.
out a government, without a
The date for elections will
majority in the Knesset, withbe set in the coming days by
out a majority in the polls and
party leaders. Barak said the
without a majority of the pubvote could be held as late as
lic," said Hanan Crystal, a
nine months from now, while
political analyst. "He is runseveral opposition lawmakers
ning on one issue only,
said they expected elections in
whether he is capable of
May, two years after Barak
reaching an agreement with
took office.
Yasser Arafat by election day."
Parliament had settled into a
U.S. officials said the devellong debate on the five bills
opments were not unexpected.
Tuesday evening when Barak
P.J. Crowley, spokesman for
made an unexpected appearPresident Clinton's National
MARKLAVIE

Associated Press

''

I do notflinch
from elections.
"

- Ehud Barak,

Security Council, said: "This
has been conjectured in Israel
for some time, so I don't know
we were surprised by it,"
Crowley said. "It is an internal
matter."
The parliament session was
closely watched by the
Palestinians.
:Nabil Shaath, a Palestinian
negotiator, said he was still
hopeful a peace accord can be
reached before the elections.
"Barak still has six months
until the coming elections, and
if he wants, he can stop his
aggression and adopt a new
policy that will enable him to
go to his people with progress
in the peace process," Shaath
said.
Palestinian officials have said
privately that they believe it is
possible to negotiate a peace
agreement with Barak, despite
his tough stance toward them
over the past two months,
when Israel launched several
airstrikes against Palestinian
targets, responding to
Palestinian attacks.
Barak told parliament that
peace agreements with Israel's
neighbors remained his top
priority. However, in a warning to the Palestinians, he said
he will "not make peace at any
price."
Amid the political turmoil,
Israeli-Palestinian fighting
persisted, though with less
intensity than in previous
weeks. A 17-year-old
Palestinian was killed by
Israeli fire in a clash at the
Kami crossing between Israel
and the Gaza Strip, and earlier
in the day, a 15-year-old
Palestinian died of wounds
suffered Saturday.
More than 2 80 people, most
of them Palestinians, have
been killed since fighting
broke out Sept. 28 following a
visit by Sharon to a contested
Jernsalem shrine.
There have been growing
signals in recent days that
Israel and the Palestinians are
making a new effort to end the
violence. Several days ago,
both sides agreed to renew
security coordination, and
Israel has ease<l some of its
travel and trade restrictions on
the Palestinians.
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AssociatedPress
HAVANA-A
year after
Elian C'TOnzalezwas rescued in
the Florida Straits, his Cuban
father thanked Fidel Castro
and the,Cuban people for their
help in getting the boy back
this past summer and indicated
the 6-year-old is doing well.
"My family and I went
through very difficult days
because of the uncertainty of
what was going to happen to
our little Elian," Gonzalez
wrote in a letter published
Tuesday in the Communist
Party daily Gramna.
To<lay,"I feel like an average
Cuban who can watch his son
laugh, play and learn freely,"
Gonzalez wrote in the letter
dated Monday . Elian "as all
other Cuban children, enjoys
the security and immense wellbeing of living in this Socialist
Revolution," the letter said.
Elian's father wrote that
when the battlt: for the child's
repatriation first began in

December 1999, he and his
family "couldn't even imagine
then how much more we were
going to suffer and how hard it
was going to be to achieve his
return.
"After 12 months, seven of
them a rough battle, we never
felt alone, our people ma<le the
demand for Elian's return
theirs and that gave us the
strength and human warmth
we so needed," Gonzalez continued.
Gonzalez expressed his
"eternal gratitude" to the
Cuban people and Castro in
particular for their support during the international custody
battle for Elian that <livided
Cubans living on both sides of
the straits.
The fight began a year ago
this week when the boat carry ing Elian to the United States
sank off the Florida coast,
killing his mother and IOothers and casting him adrift on an
innertube.
One of only three survivors
of the illegal crossing, Elian

Rebuild

Alternators

In Business
West

was rescued by two men on a
fishing trip and taken to a
Florida hospital.
American authorities granted temporary custody to Elian:~
<listant relatives in Miami, who
backed by anti-Castro exiles
fought to keep him in the
United States. Gonzalez,
backed by Castro himself,
fought to have the boy
returned to Cuba.
Gonzalez ultimately went to
the United States to get his son
back. Father and son were
reunited after an armed federal
rai<lon the Miami relatives'
home following their refusal to
deliver the boy to his dad.
The case went all the way to
the U.S. Supreme Court before
Gonzalez was able to return
with his child to Cuba.
"The suffering we have lived
through is not easy to forget,"
the father wrote. "But I am
sure that it cultivates in each
Cuba a feeling of patriotism
that makes us more worthy and
unconquerable in the face.of
new battles."
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Affordable and All-Inclusive Microsoft® Training
Our courses off er the personal attention and effectiveness of
traditional instrl!ctor-led training with hands on workshops. Let our
Professional Trairy.ersprovide you with the Hands-On tools necessary
to achieve your MCSE 2000 Certification.
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EXPERIENCED INSTRUCTOR LEAD TRAINING
STATE OF THE ART HANDS ON TRAINING
MCSE WINDOWS 2000 TRAINING
FAST PACED COMPREHENSIVE SCHEDULE
FINACIAL AID AVAILABLE
EARN AS MUCH AS 72,000 A YEAR IN AS LITTLE AS 2
YEARS. 200

We: are located here in Logan so there is no need to drive to Ogden or
Salt Lake for Instructor led Microsoft training. We are dedicated to
helping you achieve your goals and become a Microsoft Certified
Systems Engineer. Stop by and let one of our highly trained and
motivated representatives answer any questions you might have. We
are located at 895 North Main above Discount Tire. We look forward
to seeing you. Give us a Call at.

"I thought financial security
was something I'd work on
after graduation. That's all
changed now."

"Working for Eclipse last summer brollght me a challenging
experience th..t gave me greater conj'idenc~ and a bigger bank
account than I euer thought I'd hcwe as cl college student. I have
money for school, a nice car and plenty of toys. After next summer

LOOKING
FOR
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with Eclipse l'll haue plenty of money to l11vestand will be well on
my way to a financially secure future.•
-- Joe McAuoy
$28,251
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We a?cept transfer credits from other departments: ECE, CS. *Program
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communications.
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compromised'appearanceof impartialiq1i
1
little choice but to accept the
government's breakup proposal.
And in a speech to an
antitrust conference in New
York in late September,
Jackson said his order was a
last resort forced by the company's unwillingness to make
changes voluntarily.
Microsoft on Monday
asked the appellate court to
overturn Jackson's order in
June that the company be
broken into two parts. If the
higher court calls for a new
trial, Nlicrosoft wants someone other than Jackson to
preside.
Monday's brief was the latest volley in a long-running
battle that could result in the
largest government-ordered
restructuring since the AT&T
breakup in 198-l.
Microsoft's brief asked the
federal appeals court to find
that Jackson was wrong in
concluding that the software
giant was an unfair monopoly,
and reverse his breakup order.
"The case went awry from
the outset," said company
spokesman Vivek Varma,
"and our appeal provides a
comprehensive picture of why
Microsoft should win this
case.''
Said Justice Department
spokeswoman Gina
Talamona: "The judgment is
well supported by the evi-

D. IAN HOPPER
AssociatedPress

WASHINGTON
Seeking to keep its business
intact, Microsoft filed legal
briefs Monday alleging the
federal judge who ordered its
breakup compromised the
"appearance of impartiality."
In i ~s first filing with the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia, which
now has custody of the landmark case, Microsoft lambasted U.S. DistrictJudge
Thomas Penfield Jackson as a
biased judge who thrust himself into the dispute rather
than resolve it impartially.
"By repeatedly commenting on the merits of the case
in the press," the company's
brief argued, "the district
judge has cast himself in the
public's eye as a participant in
the controversy, thereby compromising the appearance of
impartiality, if not demonstrating actual bias against
Microsoft."
A spokeswoman for
Jackson said the judge had no
comment on Microsoft's
statements.
"Believe me, I have no
grud ge against Microsoft,"
Jackson said in an interview
with The Washington Post
just days after his June ruling.
But in the interview, rare for
a federal judge, he said he had

-
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ing a disputed vote count in
May legislative elections, the
United States and other
donors warned a disputed
presidential contest could
raise questions about the
legitimacy of Aristide's gov<':rnment.
But in a sign the international community was prepared to giveorAristide a
chance, U.N. spokesman
Fred Eckhard said Monday,
"We're glad (the elections)
went ahead as planned and
that there was relatively little
violence."
The Organization of
American States stressed "the
need to ensure the broad
political representation and
citizen participation critical
to the development of
Haitian democracy."
Opposition parties have
boycotted the process since
May, when Aristide's party
won 80 percent of the legislature in a vote they charged
was rigged to ensure oneparty rule. Aristide ran for
president against six
unknowns.
After first becoming president in 1990, Aristide was
toppled in a 1991 military
coup and then restored in
1994 by a U.S.-led invasion
to halt a' flood of refugees to
Florida.
, Facing a constitutional
ban on consecutive terms, he
reluctantly ceded power to a
hand-picked successor in
1996.
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dence offered during a 78-day Jackson's ruling came in early
trial, including thousands of
June.
.::::
pages of Microsoft's own docThe Justice Department,
~ •
un1ents. We are confident in
suing Mi crosoft along with
our case and look forward to
several state attorneys generpresenting it to the Court of
al, had wanted the case passed !~
Appeals."
directly tu the Supreme . .
,~
• Microsoft said its "competCourt , citing a long-standing
:
itive response" to the takeoff
law that allows such high•~,
of widespread Internet use,
profile cases special consider- ,,-•
•t:
and Web browser rival
ation, but the high court ·
'·1;,!,i
Netscape, "produced enor· refused.
mous consumer benefits" and
Meanwhile, the Association :~
did not illegally conquer its
for Competitive Technology
;~
market, as the g-overnment
filed a "friend of the court"
~
...,
in•
charged.
brief for Microsoft. ACT,
,r~
"The District Court
founded in 1998 at the time
·~
,44
branded Microsoft's conduct
the federal government's
,,"'
anticompetitive, even though
effort against 1\/Iicrosoft \Vas
::
it recognized that Microsoft
escalating, has frequently
}
did not foreclose Netscape
defended the Redmond,
from the marketplace," it
Wash.-based firm.
said.
ACT argu ed that
_.
Netscape Corp.'s
Microsoft improved its prod~.
Navigator software was the
ucts by fusin g them together, ~..:
standard Internet browser
rather th an bundling its oper- ,.
.,.. ,,'
,,,.
until Microsoft's Internet
ating system and Internet
Explorer took over. The govbrowser together to shut out
ernment has maintained that
competitors, as the court conwhen Microsoft integrated its
eluded.
,,
Windows operating system
The group also said that
',
with Internet.Explorer, it
splitting the company in two
pushed competitors like
- one part managing with
Netscape out of the market.
the Windows operating sysOn Jan. 12, the governtern and another comprising
,. '
ment is due to file its brief
everything else the company
...
with the appeals court.
controls - would hurt the
Microsoft will have a chance
market by eroding the industo reply by the end of
try standard. ·windows runs
January, and oral arguments
on more than 90 percent of
in the landmark antitrust case
the world's personal computare set for late February.
ers.

I

~

DAVID CRARY

AssociatedPress
OTTAWAJean Chretien
had exhorted voters to
"Remember Florida," and they
heeded his message, delivering
a no-recount-needed election
victory that gave the prime
minister's Liberal Party a third
straight majority government_
The outcome placed
Chretien among the most successful Canadian politicians of
all time, yet it also highlighted
the nation's bitter East-West
divide. The Liberals were
trounced by the conservative
Canadian Alliance in the three
western provinces, but the
Alliance failed to impress the
more populous East.
For Chretien, prime minister since 1993, it was a personal
triumph. He had risked a backlash by calling an election less
than 3 1/2 years into his fiveyear term, and leaders of the
four opposition parties hoped
to deprive him of an outright
majority in the 301-seat House
of Commons.
The Liberals gained seats,
improving from 161 to 173.
The Canadian Alliance
improved from 58 seats to 66,
but its dreams of a breakthrough in pivotal Ontario fizzled - it won just two of the
103 seats in the most populous
province, com pared to 100 for
the Liberals.
In one of many Election
Day allusions to the deadlocked
U.S. presidential election,
Health Minister Allan Rock an easy re-election winner in
Toronto - exulted over the
~liance's unthreatening showing.

"They can look at all the
dimpled chads they want," he
said.
The Liberals lost a few seats
in the West, but more than
compensated with gains in the
Atlantic provinces and, most
surprisingly, in Quebec. The
Liberals picked up eight seats
in the mostly French-speaking
province t9 evenly split
Quebec's seats 37-37 with the
separatist Bloc Quebecois.
The Bloc, which hopes
evenrually to win a referendum
on seceding from Canada,
received 40.5 percent of the
Quebec votes, compared to
43.6 percent for the Liberals.
"This shows that
· Quebeckers want to turn the page, that we want to go forward as a country together,"
said John Rae, one of
Chretien's campaign managers.
The Bloc leader, Gilles
Duceppe, refused to abandon
the dream of independence.
"The struggle of the people
of Quebec sometimes passes by
roads that are very difficult," he
said. "But in my most deepest
soul I know Quebec will one
day be a country - our country."
The deputy premier of
Quebec, Bernard Landry, said
Tuesday he was heartened that
the Bloc increased its share of
popular votes from 38 percent
in 1997. But he declined to
predict the timing of a new
independence referendum, saying, "We will have a referendum when we will win."
Chretien, 66, was re-elected
for the 11th time from his district in Shawinigan, Quebec, a
factory town where he grew up
as one of 19 children. When

President Clinton leaves office l 1
inJanuary, Chretien will
., :
becom e the longest-serving
=;,:
leader of any of the major
- :
industrial pow ers.
; ;,
"The campai gn often was
::
too n_egativeand too personal," .. ::
Chretien told supporters. "The
:
Canadian people now expect all r
of us to carry out our responsiI
bilities."
Turnout for the election was :I
only 63 percent, the lowest of
:,
any Canadian election in at
::
least 75 years. Of nearly 13
,•
million votes cast, the Liberals
,
received 41 percent, the
,,
Alliance 25 percent, the Bloc
;:
Quebecois 11 percent, the
::
Progressive Conservatives 12
:;
percent and the New
Democrats 8.5 percent.
11
The leftist New Democrats
::
and center-ri g ht Pro g ressive
:;
Conservatives each lost seats,
finishing with 13 and 12
respectively. Th e Progressive
Conservative leader, former
Prime Minister Joe Clark, won
a tough race in Calgary,
Alberta, and vowed to restore
-;
the once -powerful party to
:
national prominence.
, •~
Clark's determination bodes ' •:
ill for the Canadian Alliance,
~[
which was formed out of the
Reform Party earlier this year
with th e aim of uniting conser - ,
vative voters in a single party.
:;
In many Ontario districts,
::
Lib eral candidates won because ., ::
of a split in votes for the
·•1,,::
Alliance and Progressive
~Conservatives.
'°:.
The Alliance leader, funda- ~
mentalist Christian and forn1er ?".:,
preacher Stockwell Day, insist - r ~
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ed his party would find a path to power.
"We will be the government that will respect the taxpayers, will
respect provinces and will respect this great nation as people want
it respected," said Day, who struggled throughout the campaign to
convince Easterners he was not a right-wing radical.
It was clear that a solid plurality of Canadians felt satisfied with
the Liberals' economic policies. Chretien and his finance minister,
Paul Martin, have eliminated the budget deficit and embarked on a
long-promised program of tax cuts. The decisive outcome was
only one of many contrasts between the Canadian and U.S. elections. Canada's campaign lasted only five weeks, and campaign
spending was a tiny fraction of the estimated $2 billion spent by
American candidates, parties and special interest~.

The 11th annual Career Fair is coming!

Career Fair 2001
Wednesday, March 7, 2000
Taggart Student Center ·

Stop by the Center and pick up a "How to
Make a Career Fair Work for You" handout.
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#C183-01, Biology/Physiology200 tutor,
board at
TSC
106 or
visit
$5.25
www.usu.edu/-studemp.
#C062-99,FlightInstructor,$12.00/hr
#C335-97
, BiologicalTechnician,
$5.15/hr
#C367-99,A-TeamFacilitator,$5.30
#C157-01,StatsTutor,$5.25/hr
#C489-00,DataAnalyst,S101hr
#C156-01,Tutors,$5.15
#C524-00,VideoProduct
ion Assistant, S7/hr
#C184-01,
Geog1130Tutor,$5.25
#C117-01,USU1310SI Leader,$5.50/hr
#C146-01,Stat2300Tutor,$5.25/hr
#C274-01,NewspaperCourier,NEG.
#C291-00,
TechnicalAssistant
, $6.00/hr
#C366-91,
Out-Catering
Statt,$5.15/hr
#C194-98,Undergraduate
TA'sfor Labsand
#C271-01, Computer,Web Programmer
,
PaperGraders,$5.25/hr
57.50/hr
#C451-00,ResearchAide,$5.15/hr
#C254-01,
Web/Programmer,
$7.50/hr
#C122-01,Grader,$6.62/hr
#C016-00,RushCashier,$5.15/hr
#C249-96,PeerAdvisor,$5.15/hr
lfC353-98, Lab Assistant (Green Beam),
#C097-01,ClassroomAssistant,$6.00
$6/hr
#C089-01,GraphicDesigner,$8.00
#C021·01
, TextbookRushClerk,$5.15
#Cl 26-00,MHR2990Assistant,$5.15/hr
#C273-01,TextbookRushClerk,$5.15/hr
#C078-01,Shipping& ReceivingClerk-PM,
#C272-01
, Textbookrushclerk,$5.15
$5.15/hr
#C270-01,
Research
Assistant,
#C026·01, E-O Calibration Equipment
$4 ,000/semester
Assistant,BOE
#C359-99
, ConlractsOfficeClerk,NEG
#C005·01,AquaticTechnician,
$6-8/BOE
#C269-01
, BIOL1220SI Leader,55.50/hr
#C523-00,FieldGeologist, $101hr
#C102-01,SalesClerk,$6/hr
#P280-90
, AnimalCaretaker,
6.00/hr
#C268-01,Consultant,S9.00/hr
#P018-93,Writer,BOE
#C212-99,SI LeaderPsy 1010 (Success),
#C337-00,SSSTutor,
$5.50/hr
#C290-00,ProgramSpecialist,5.75/hr
#C556-00, Student Business Cons~ltant,
#C113·00,LabAssiSlant,
$5.H/T
-S9.00
,
#C719-95, UndergradTtacl)ing FellPW··
#C263-0l.AccountingIntern,$6
MusicTechnology,
$5.15/hr
#C265-01,EELabTechnician,$9-12/hr
#P017-93,Photographer,
BOE
#C264·01,GUIProgrammer,
$8/hr+
#C050-94,Undergraduate
TeachingFellow,
#C262-01,USU1340SI Leader,S5.50/hr
$5.15/hr
#C261-01,Geology1150SI Leader,$5.50/hr
#C265-97, Substitute Activity Leader,
#C361·00, ResearchAssistant,BOE
$5.50/hr
#C259·01,Consultant,591hr
#C208-96, Tutor,$5.25/hr
#C260-01,ResearchAssistant,SB/hr
#C593-90, Piano Youth Conservatory
#C582-97,USU1310SI Leader,$5.50
Teacher,Negotiable
#C516-96,Tutor,$7.00/hr
#C235·00,LaboratoryAide,$5.15
#C247-01, OfficeAssistant,$6.75
#C274-91, Applied Music Instructor,
#P014·93,Grader,$6.00/hr
Negotiable
#P013-93, Computer Science Lab Inst.,
#C263-95,Model(ArtClasses),$8.00/hr
$7.00/hr
#P012-93,ComputerConsultant
, $7.00/hr
OFFCAMPUS
JOBS
#C246-01,Undergraduate
Assistant,$6/hr
#C251-01,Geog1130SI Leader
, $5.50/hr
Fordetailsaboutoft-campus
jobs,see thejob
#C249-01,USU1320SI, $5.50/hr
board at
TSC
106 or
visit
#C252·01, Biol 1010SI Leader,$5.50/hr
www.usu.edu/-studemp.
#C250-01,Soc.1010SI Leader, $5.50/hr
#C253-01,Biol 1010SI Leader,$5.50/hr
#0628, CustomerService Representative,
#C256-01,MathTutor,$5.50/hr
$7/hr
#C659-98,Geol1100SI Leader,$5.50/hr
#0424,HumanResourcesIntern,$7.50/hr

PLEASENOTE

!raffle
Cone
Wech£da~

STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT
JOB OFFERINGS

q.etebrat.e Wedne~da~
for a limited time. a crunch~
Waffle C.one piled high wit.h
~our choice of TC.l3Y Ice
C.ream or Frozen Yogurt. i~ ju~t.
99 cent.~ wit.h ~our ugu ID
card. Now t.hat.' ~ a good deal!
1433 N. Main
(Next to Chili's)
787-4200

Waffle Cone Day •· 99¢ •· is each & every
WEDNESDAY for a limited time.

·----------~--------: Save
Save
I

soc

$ 2.oo

on any menu item on any Cake over
over $1.50
$12 or save $1 on
Limit one per customer. Please any Pie over $1 O

present coupon before
ordering. Offer good with any
promotional offers. Void where
prohibited. Cash value 1/100
of a cent. Expires 02/28/01

Limit one per customer. Please
present coupon before
I
ordering. Offer good with any
promotional offers. Void where 1
prohibited.Cash value 1/100 I
of a cent. Expires 02/28/01
I

1
"TCBY''

"TCBY''•

----------L---------•

© TCBY Systems

OwnerOperator's

,____.~
_ aturday,

;!fai.H

MIA

2"----

2½" --3"----

G,illFor

Squatre Tube

290.
36¢
55¢ fl
59¢
79¢
76¢fl

SAVE$$$
Build Your

Own

8ETALMART
••

2.:-t
33¢
43¢

2"----

59¢

Visa & MastercardAccepted
• Subject
to PriorSale•

M • F B:00-5:00
SAT8:00• Noon

1200E.100S. LEHI,UT

~

• Full LengthsOnly•
• PriceCanChange•

..

~4

:STEEL ROOEING/ SIDING S1AVE$$$
•♦

¥

.

..

·.

·.

'

•

.

'

Your OJNn Sheds
& Barns
.,• :suild
Colors 3' WIDE
'. Galvanized 2' WIDE
NJ_i:·
l!:.wi1\ij
Season Closeou ts
f . ...;d . •.'.iU'.i' ·1.
' 8', 10', 12', 14', 16' ~fp'r-\i.

rr,t:ij•~nii)
~~

;

C Avallabl•
Delivery_J

27¢ sqft

-

:.METALMART
'
I

1200E. 100S.LEHI,UT

1-800-947-0249

'Ca ll For FREE Stock/Price

List!!!

Save $240

33¢ sq ft

• Various lengths & cc,lors
• Limited c;uantiti ~s
Visa & Mastercard Acceolt~
• Subject to prior ;,,'e •
M·F
8:00• 5:00
• Full l.mgthsonly•
SAT8:00• Noon
• Pricecan change•

Satellite
00

TV f ~~~

by Subscribing Today! $49

Programming startingat $2199/mo. Over 225
digital-quality channels available
.

Nomonthlycontract.

-Buy2
SOMETHtNG

Many Other Sizes
Avail:,ble

(800) 947-0249

FREE Stock/Price Llstlll

1"---1¼" --1½" ---

December

STUDENTS
:
InternetUsersWanted!
$20/S120/Hour
possible surfingthe internet.
E-mail: memberserv1ces@giodes
ignz.com,
leavepostaladdressfor info Packet!
(Subject:Dept_UT)

WeslernWats
BusinessMarketResearchCenter, LLC
TheMostFlexibleJobYou'llEverHave
Housewives
-Be homewhenyourkidsare.
-Still attendschoolactivities.
Great opportunityto earn extra moneyfor the
holidaysStudents
-We'll meetall yourscheduleneeds.
-Work before, between,or afterclasses.
-Work during day, having evenings free to
study.
Make your own schedule, work anytime between7amand 3pm,
No evenings, weekend,or majorholidays.
Weekly paychecks,able to earn more than
$7/hr.
Noselling or telemarket
ing.
WesternWats Center is an industry leader in
marketingresearch
. We do surveysfor Fortune
500 Companies,Telecommunicat
ion Companies, Automobi
le Manufacturers,
Pharmaceut
ical Companies
, Lawyers,and manyothercom·
parneson thecuttingedgeof their field.
Pick up an application at 22 E.Center St.or call
753-1303and ask for Peggyif you haveany
questions.

FOR SALE
$5 free long distancein-Staleand out of State
also great Internationalrates available.7526153

HELPWANTED

No switching, no fees incredibly low Interna
tional rates. Germany6 centsper minute,Canada
5 cents per minute, PuertoRico 4 cents and
more. Startsavingtodaycall 753-6153

$1500weeklypo1entia
l mailingourcirculars.
Forinfocall203-977-1720

v'v'v'v'v'
Pine ViewFemaleContractONLY$630.
SpringSemester,shared. CallBeccaat
787-0453
.

1OOKpossiblefirst year! Internetproduct,need
recruiters,trainers,managers,sales. Bi-lingual
desired not recuired.
Send resume
patricia@owol.net,
fax 801-489-5753.

BARTENDERS
MAKE$100- $250
PERNIGHT! NOEXPERIENCE
NEEDED!
CALLNOW!!1-800-981-8168
ext.9118

EarnExtraHolidayCashNow!
Workyourownset schedule,
any hoursbetween7 amand3 pm,M-F
No weekends!Getpaidweekly.No Sales!
Applyin per~onaiW$terrrW.ats.22 E. Center
in Logan,or cal!'Peggfllt
753-1303

BrentwoodApartment. Own room, and own
bath. Washer
/dryer,752-8024.

DISH Networkblows cable away! No equipmentto buy, low monthlyprice, the best programmingand FREEinstallation!Trendsetters
1-877-346-3733

_myDreambed.com
GelfingMarried? Need a new king or Queen,_;
sized mattress?Looking for a big fat PillowTop
mattress?You can now savehundreds of dollars on new Serta mattressesof any size at
www.myDreambed
.com.

UTAH - 752-3074
Adults $3 • children $2
Cache Valley's Luxury
Discount Theater

GREAT SEATS • GREAT SOUND •
GREAT PICTURE

Brendan Fraser and
· Elizabeth Hurley
Bedazzled(PG-t 3)

One black and one oak coloredTV stand. In
grealcondition. $100eachOBO. If interested
call Mikeat 755-0689or 770-4252
.

Onkyo 5.0 surround sound receiver w/5
speakersand subwoofer. Great sound $80
O.B.O.sldbk@cc.usu.edu.
Call 755-9993

NIGHTLY 7pm, Sal. Mat. 3 & 5pm

CARS& TRUCKS
1996Toyota Camryexcellentcondition75,500
miles.Asking$10,950OBO787-1542

HAIRCUTS

2,

l-800-281-4346
( 435)283-432

H~~

-=-~~ -j__ ~

DICKSIMON
TRUCKING
• 1·80.727-5865 • www.slmn.com

Steel Pipe

STUDENTS
:
InternetUsersWanted!
S20/S120iHour possiblesurfing the internet.
E-mail: memberservices@g
iodes1gnz.com,
leavepostaladdressfor info Packet!
(Subject:DeptUT)

4 centsa minute on in-Stateand out of State.

Annual Bed & Breakfast
ChristmasTour 10 am-5 pm
Tickets $5 per person
~'ii~i
l~ Money goes to help Sub-for-Santa

HEED
TRAINING?
I·800·975'9963
.

1"---1¼" --1½" ---

5 womento workat ChateauApresLodgefor
theski season.Will provideroom/board
, lift
pass+ salary. Housekeeping
& officesched·
ulesavailable.Pleasecall 435-649-9372
.

#1109,PersonalAttendant
, $5.15/hr
#0561,Laborers
, GeneralOperators,

_-~ ~•
·!II
-~Ql.ffi
·~

1-800-688-07
45

BUILDING
FENCES
OR GATE$1/?1
.
.

SKI/SNOWBOARD
PARKCITY

STUDENT

TAKE
YOUR
NEXT
STEP
TOSUCCESS!
• Complete
Benefits I

,420, GraveyardCashier,Negotiab
le
#0425,Production Work, $7.50/hr
#0423,Production Full time,8.20
#0421,Delivery,S5.50
#0417,CompanyStatistician, $7.50+
#0504,RanchStaff,BOE
#0702,Night-TimeCashier,
#0419,SoftwareEngineer
.
#0418,Sr. Software Engineer
,
#0413,FreelanceArtwork, S6/hrBOE
#0412,
Web
Freelance
Designer/Programmer,
Neg/BOE
#0414,FreelanceAccountant
, S10-15/BOE
#0415,AccountsPayableClerk,
#0416,SalesPresentation
Assistant
,
#0411, FreelanceArt Rep, Commission
#1073,GraveyardShift Cashier,S6/hr
#0410,PrepCook,Neg.
#0408,HerffJones,
#0407,Tutor, S5.50/hr
#0404,Model-ArtClasses
, S8·15
#0406, ExerciseCompanion,
$50/week
#0405, Retail,$5.50
#0108, Maintenance Stockroom Clerk,
S8.51/hr
#0587, CustodianM'omen's
Locker Room,
$9.50/hr
#0017, Part-Time Cafeteria Attendant,
$7.02/hr
#0398, In-HomeRespiteCoordinator
, S8/hr
#0396,Live-InHelp,negotiable
#0009,CounterSales ServiceWriter,negotiable
#0402, DataEntryClerk,$7/hr
#0374,Nanny, Negotiable
#0372,SalesRepresenlative, BOE
#0727, Lab Technician
/ Blood Collector,
6.50/hr
#0369,Cashier,SS.75
#0368,FrontDeskNightAuditor,$5.15/hr
#0355, Live-InNanny,5275/week
#0354,Substitutelnstuctorsforthe Deafand
the Blind, $6,67
#0351, Retail Sales Representative,
hourly+com
#0403,Moel-ArtClasses,8•15
#0341,ChildCare,NEG.
#0344,ServiceTechnician,t 800/month
#0342,GameWrapper,$5.15
#0343,SalesRepresentat
ive,
#0393,Holidayhelp with female in wheelchair, $6.25 1
#0320, SalesTeamLeader, S500
/ month
#0321, SalesTeamPerson,$200(FT)
#0271, MarketResearch,5.50/hr
#0305,YouthCounselor,
S8.00/hr
#0132, CounterHelpandCooks,S6.00
#0800, Light Houseworkand Companion
,
Negotiable
#0294, YouthCounselor
, 7.5
#1076, AssistantManager
, $9/hr
#0880, YardHelp,$6-7/BOE
#0773, InternetConsultant
, Comm.
#0821,CounterHelp& Cooks,6.00/hr
#0721, CafeManagerfflaiter,Waitress,
BOE
#0186, PreschoolTeacher,$5.15/hr

IClassAds

Get started NOW at

n CELEII\ATt

19

PAGE

Good with Diann, Katie, Jennifer
and Chelsie G . USUID Required.

l'~

Q1LL

rrwlfh
COUpOn
Walk-ins

Uppe~uts 7~~

or

l

,~,'

.......~ ~ ,.,, * ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~

·

:;..,.....-.~
..........................
...

Alta Muffler & Brakes
•FREE Brake and
exhaust estimate
-~~ •All brake system
- repairs

.•

-.
Get 1 FREE

"1141fmlfl
10% Student
Discount on Parts

Nov. 27 . Dec. JOwhile quantitieslast.Valid at participating
HickoryFamlSretailstoresonly. Fora HickoryFanmsloca!ion
nearyou, call 1·80C 442-5671.

-

O en

753-7470 1 N MAIN•

l El

LOGAN

'rA~K ALL )'01)-WANr - lOG FlURINIDlflUJR-IE

$24.95

IBIIJDILII))
YOUIRow~& SAVE!

PER MONTH

Unlimited in-state long distance calling between .....

Salt Lake City • Provo • Ogden

(888) 448-4626
www.webtel.net

SATTERWHITE LoG HOMES
UNA11t5

A NEWindisPensable
Internettoolfor yourbu~ness!
r:::::
utah
LegalNoticeDatabaseis online!
,

I ;;~al
searchesare free!Or,sub~cribeto
SmartSearchand receivedailye-maildeliveryof

1U

4.:"

----::==

localand/orstatewidelegalnoticesof vitalimportanceto yourbusrness.

Goto: www.utahlegalnotices.com

a,~
..--

~

asy, Fun, Beautiful & Rewarding!
Round Stock Diameters: 2¼''i 3", 5", 7", 9" (¾ Round)

A service of the Utah Press Association
and your local newspaper

TOLL FREE 1-888-882-4645

FAX (435) 528-5003

Wanted

IJ

Sawlogs & Timl;ler
Carbon County Lumber Company is now open
and purchasingsa:"logsat th_eirWellington,Utah
sawmill.We are mterested m sawlogpurchases
as well as the purchase of conifer timber.

-

Please contact us at (435) 637-4633 or (801) 361-0749

•

1987 ChevroletNova, rebuiltengine. 92,000 .
miles, runs great! S1750obo. Contact Betsy
792-6093slf3y@cc.usu.edu

3-bed.rum shedapt GoodLocation
S450.rroincludesutilities,NS, NP
Call797-1148or 753-6768

Large2 bedroomapartrre~tfor singlestudent.
Berbercarpet,W1D, privatedrive,NS, NP, S500
750-5860

v' Femalespringserr,estercontractfor sale,

Male Contract. Private room, private bath,
clear., good roommates. 780 N. 700 E. #3.
$1075/semester.
CallJoe Rowley@787-6228.

645 East 900North. Pnvateroom.greatlocationcloseto campus,plentyof palling
GreatroomatesS268mo1plusS150dep.
will negotiate.Call752-3850or emailtjdabell@cc.usu.edu

1985SaabGreatConditionS1000obo Call2_585572.

82' HondaPrelude.193Kmi,es. Rebuilt Engine
and Transm1Ssion
with about 500 miles. 5
speed manual, power sunroof, Kenwood
am/Im/cassette
stero. Needssomebodywork.
Good little car for the valley. $500 OBO. Call
Matt at
752-7343 or
email
@
matthew_tolman@hotmail.com

Must Sell! Femalecontractat DanburyCourt
Apartments.Singleroomwith privatebathroom.
6 bedroom,4 bath, 3 kitchen,2 W/D, fireplace,
WasherDryer1napartment. Four Great roomgarage,deck S24001mo, 277N 400E NS.NP
mates only S1100 .ncludesutilities. Contact
750-5860
Kelly750-6847.

Entire house for rent. Pnvaterooms,3-4 peo- ON CAMPUSHOUSINGcontractfor sale! Anyp,e male or femaleS650/mo. 801 Nortl'>200 one-Anywhereon campus! 5% off original
East787-4140
price' Jenn@ 750-5724.

Fema'e contract at Glenwood Apartments, Private femalecontractfor sale, springsemes$1070 for springsemester. Deposit is yours! ter. Closeto campus; price negotiable,ConClose to Campus.
Great roommates, tact Betsy792-6093,slf3y@cc.usu.edu
washer,dryerin apartment! Private bathroom
and internetline. Call Annie713-6430.
--------------

LOST& FOUND
FOUND: Nokia Phone by Alumni Center, 21
Nov.Call787-2447.

FORRENT

Rent-to-own 1993,
www.q9ine.com

3

bdrm,,

S32,900

For rent! BlackhawkCondo, 2 bedroom,1 and
1/2bath. garage,contact801-554-6478
or 435- -------------723-8588.S6501month.
RoommatesneededIn a beautifullyfurnished
-------------housein Providence.Marriedcoupleneededin
basement. No smokingdrinkingor pets. $300
a month plus utilities. Coma and enjoy the
spectacularviewand peacefulfun environment.
Call 753-1423

Tired of the same old
Top Ramen?

Shared& prvt. femalecontracts.Closeto USU.
Call752-4870

Spnngcontracts.Privateroom,and bath. Utilit•
ies pluscableincluded.753-8128

WhyrentwhenyoucanownYorkshireVillage
Townhomes,2 &3 bedroomhomes,1 &2 car

DRIVERS
ANDOWNER
operatO(s:
Forsale
withjob.Lowmileage1999#379model
Pelerbills.
Wyorrnng
company
goinglo all
leased'
equpment,sellingallpowerequipmentTrucksarelicensed.
insured.equipped.
readylo go. Leaseis 74'3/o
of revenue.
Running
as poweronly Company
pays
licensing
, cargo,,nsurar<:e,
roadlaxes
Weeklysettlements
, fuelcards,healthinsuranceava,lable.Finar<:1ng
(OAC)approximate-

BUYWHOLESALE
DIRECT- Wholesale
broroute.Wiisellby 12/11
/2000.UnderS9Kminimuminvestment
required.
Excellent
monthly
prolitpotential.Financeavailable/
goodcredit.
1-800-637-7444.

kersof qualityrnanulactured
homes
. Saveup
to $40.000guaranteed.
Learnthesecrets
dealersdonI want youto know. 1-800-2420060

HOMEOWNERS
WITHCREDITworriesmay
nowquicklyqualityfor loans.Stonecastle
's a
directlenderthatcantellyouoverthephoneandwithoutobligation!
Call1-800-700-1242
ext.374

HORSEAUCTION.SEASON
Spectacular
HorseSale.Sat.Dec. 2nd, 12:00noon,
GoldenSpikeArena,Ogden
, Utah.Selling
several
, fromseveralstates,brokegeldings
,
stallionsmares
, in foal,youngstock,with
colorandbreedrng
galore.435-286-2281

WEHAVEMONEY:Residential
& commercial
loans,purchases/
rehnanc,ng,
agr<:ultural
&
l,vestockloans
, business
loans,factoring&
purchase
orderfinanc,ng.
Wealsospecialized
in thepurchase
al mortgage
notes,annuities
& mostanyotherformof structured
settlement.CallH,ghDesertFinancial
435-781·
1551to tailora loanto Iii yourneeds.You
mayalsoapplyonlinewww.hdfi.webloans.com
WEPAYCASHfortheremaining
payments
on TrustDeeds!Mortgages!
Annuities!
Lotteries!
"Nobodybeatsourpnc1ng!"
800490-0731
, ext.715www.natlOflalcontractbuyers.com
DON'TRENT!LETmehelpyoopurchase
a
house.Wespecialize
in creativefinancing!
Freeconsultat10n
aboutyouroptions.800817-4767
. B111
Partndge
DRIVER-COVENANT
TRANSPORT
·coastto
coastruns'Teamsstart$.46'$1,000sign-on
bonusfor exp.oo.driversForexperienced
drivers1-800-441-4394
Forowneroperators
1-877-848-6615.
Graduate
students1-800338-6428.

garage, first time buyers program available.
Modelhomeat 1800North300West,Logan,or
call 755-6699. www.yorkshirevillage.com
OTADRIVERS
• 1year+ experience
· All
MarketedthroughHomebasedRealty.
thingsbeingequalwhat'sthedifference
between
$.26permile& $.33permile?You
tellme!CallB1II_HorrockS
now.Marten
Transport,
LTD1-800-786-4135
LIVE MUSICFOR WEDDINGS!Call All-Occawww.marten.com
'Hint:It'sa lot morethan
sionsStringQuartet750-6174
$.07permile."

Kelly Services can help
you eam that extra cash.

JEWELRY
CertifiedJC Millenniumcut diamonds.
88 facets.CallJoelNelsoncollectin SLC801278-5230\ jnelson@br.state.ut.us

Short term Christmas positions Long
term positions Full time positions

INSTRUCTION
Blue WaterScuba of Logan, Logan'sofficial
air stat10n,We can take care of all your scuba
needs.Sales,rentals,and instructions.Classes
are year round,you can be certified1n1usttwo
weekends!Groupratesavailable.For moreinfo. call 752-1793,

www.kellyservices.com
Contact Kelly Services - 752-8816 •

• kellyl4@burgoyne.com

JelCON™

KELLY
SERVICES

HEALTH

&

FITNESS,

?

DANCES

Dancingat the Elite Hall, 84 West Main In Hyrum, 6 miles southof Logan. For All Seasons
will provide music from the big band era and
the USUBallroomDanceTeamwill alsobe per·
forming,December2, $:Ypersonfor information
call 753-3044.

INC.

(~ Searching
fora
~

DRIVER
• YOURCHOICEof late-model
1Toppay/
Peterb
,11s/
Fre1ghtliners/
Kenworths
benefits
, h,ghweeklymles.WestCoast
lanes.OualComm/
in-cabe-mail& 401(k)
plan.cantoday!800-528-3675
. John
Chnstner
Trucking!
EOE.

ly $1,500cashneeded.Call1-800-875-3608

WEDDINGSERVICE

Kelly@lcon -750-3654

DRIVER
FLATBED
SOUTHWEST
regionso·
460n.p. Average
$878,week
- gJarantee
$800/week,
$1,000sign-on
, S1,250
bonuS1quarter.
S1.000safetybonus/year.
Layoverpay:benefits.
homeeveryweek.
Express
WayP'loemx1-866-274
3695.
Jeannie(ext.19)or Dean(ext.28)

A+M&MMARS1Nestle.
Established
vending

--c,'ctc**;,'c
1994ChevyS-1oBazer,White, loaded,excellentcond11ion
S8995OBO,757-8434
, mustsell.

POSTAL
JOBS$48,323.00
yr.Nowhinng-no
expenence-paId
1ra1mng-grea1
benefits.Call
forl~ts.7 days.800-429-3660
ext.J954

PERSONALS
A baby a dream. Happyprofessional couple

tREAT
CAREER?

wishesto give newborn,loving,secure home.
Expenses,Calltoll free877-682-5883

SCHREIBER
:S~ITHFIELD
NOWfllRING
,· .

General Laborers Needed
Schreiber Foods, Inc., a world-class food manufacturing company, is
now staffing our Smithfield facilities . Our environment is uniquo.'!
;nd allows our employ~es to pnrticipate ns pnrtners in our company!

QUALIFJCATIONS
INCLUDE:

High School di;:•loma or equivalent
Excellent Interpersonal Organizational Skills
Acceptable Score on Dexterity apd Application Testing
Drug testing required for all successful applicants

QUALITY
ENVIRONMENf
INCLUDES:
Competitive rates, General Labor , Full or part-time ernp_loym~nt,
Graveyard or swing; complete benefits packnge; Education_ re•mbursement program; skill certification & preformance inc~nhve pay;
participntion in company decisions, goals & objectives.
At Schreiber Foods, we are committed to 4uality through a shared
le,1dership team concept of quality principles and practices.

It's not just a job ... it's a career!
For more information, contact
Debbie, 563-9340, ext.689

STATE\\ 'IDE
ADS

ABORTION?
WHY?CONSIDER
adoption.
Warm,secure,lovinghomeavailablefornewbornbaby.Pleasecallattorneyat 1-800-6064411.A-715
NEWAPARTMENTS
FORSeniorsRoosevelt
andVernal,Utah.Incomelimitsapply.Rent
basedonincome.Closeto stores,banks,
medcal.Verna
l - Jolene435-781-4156,
Roosevelt
- Cindy435-722-5858.
CHARITY
CARS• DONATE
yourvehicle.As
seenon OprahandPeopleMagai1ne!
Tax
deductible,
freelow.Weprovidedonated
vehiclesto struggling
families.1-800~424451www.chantycars.org
STEELBUILDINGS
SALE:5,000+sizes.
40x60x14,
$9,800;50x75x14,
$12,826; •
50x100x16,
$16,518;
60x100x16,
$18,329.
Mini-storagebuildings,
40x160,32units,
S16,914.
Freebrochures.
www.sentinelbuildings.com
SentinelBuildings,
800-327-0790,
Extension
79.
STEELBUILDINGS:
30x50x12
was$7,495
now$6,499.30s40x10
wasS6,689now
$5,599.Othersizesava~able.
Specforspec
we beatallcompelitorsl
1-800-658-2885.

SALESASSOCIATE
OPPORTUNITIES·
HickoryFarmshasSalesAssociate
positions
available
in areamalls.Easytrainingprograms,competitive
salary,bonuses,
40%
employee
discount.
Call1-800-228-8229
EOE
AREYOUCONNECTED?
Internetusers
wanted,$300- $800a week.PT/FT
www.homeofficecareer
com
THESPECTRUM
IS currently
accepting
applicationsforthepositionof KeyAccounts
Manager.
Successful
applicant
willbe an
advocate
formarl<eting
partnerships
with
advertisers,
ensureadvertiser
satisfaction
whilemeetingrevenuegoals.A bachelor's
degreein sales,marl<eting
or relatedfieldis
preferred,
or combination
al education
and
experience
equivalent
to six years.Al least
twoyearsof salesexperier<:e
workingin a
newspaper
servicebureauenvironment
would
bea plus.Musthavestrongverbalandwritten
communication
skills.Computer
knowledge
of
bothPC andMacplatforms
helpful.The
Spectrum
offerscompetitive
salarypluscommissionandbenefits1nclud1ng
401k.Please
sendresumeto:JamesEnglish,Director
of
Advert,sing,
275E.St.GeorgeBlvd.,St.
George,Utah84770
. Fax:435-674-6264
Email:jenglish@thespectrum.com
Nophone
calls,please
. Applicalion
deadline:
Jan.15,
2001

SAWMILL
S3795
. NEWSuperLumbermale
2000.Largecapacities,
moreoptions
Manufacturer
ol sawmills
, edger'sandsk,dders Norwood
Sawmlls,252SonwilDrive,
Buffalo. NY 14225.1-800-578-1363
ext.300-

•
•••

N

GREATSTOCKING
STUFFER
I 81waysto 4
keepk ds students
. grandkids
internetsafe.A •
mustforparents,teachers
, grandparents.
SS ◄
plus S2S&H 1250Wesl1000North, Fortville,
IN46040-9301
WANTBETTER
TV?100cryslalclearchan- •
nels only $34.99mo.Includes
complete
DISH
Systemandinstallation.Bonushook-upby
11 29gel 3 mo.freeprogramming
. 1-800580-2120
◄

WOLFFTAN~INGBEDS.Tanat home!Buy •
d,rectandsave!CommercraV
Homeunits
fromS19900.Lowmonthlypayments.
Free
color catalog.Calltoday1-800-842-1310
LIVINGWATERTECHNOLOGY.
P1Mag
HomeWaterFrltration. Filterslo 0.1micron.
P: ceramrc
andmagnetics
addmineralsand
fannfrared
. GreatXmasgift Call801-2385520

'

◄
◄

Need your fl
aid ntoney t.~
•

••
•
•

C

: •••► Callus for an
advancement
EZ Loans
550 North Main, Suite 217 • 750-7000

WHAT'~M~ LXffi?
Take a look at the cartoon
belo"\.v and con1.e
up -w-ith a great gag line! Just write it in Lhe
n1,ugin
or on a separate
piece of pape,·.
Bring it to TSC 319 before
W-ednesday
5
p. m. The Winner
-w-ill -w-in TWO DOUBLE
DARREL BREAKFAST
from Angies!

THESPECTRUM
IS currently
accepting
applicationsfor thepositionof ClasS1fied
Advertising
Manager.
Successful
applicant
will
serveas theclassified
departments
advertisingsalesteammanager,
beanadvocatefor
marketing
partnerships
withadvertisers,
ensureadvertiser
salislaclion
whilemeeting
revenuegoals,andprovideleadership
and
motivation
to satesstaff.A bachelorsdegree
in sales,marl<et,ng
or relatedheld~ preferred,or combmalion
of education
andexpenenceequivalent
to SIX years.At leasttwo
yearsof sales/supervisory
experience
working
in a newspaper
serviceblJreau
environment
wouldbea plus.Musthavestrongverbaland
writtencommunication
skills.Computer
knowledgeof bothPCandMacplattorms
helpful.
TheSpectrum
oilerscompetitive
salaryplus
conim,ssion
andbenefitsir<:luding
401k.
Pleasesendresumeto: JamesEnglish,
Directorof Advertising,
275E. St.George
Blvd.,St.George,Utah84770.Fax:435-6746264Ema,!:
jenglish@thespectrum.com
No
phonecalls,please.Appl,calion
deadline
: Jan,
15,2001
DRIVER
FLATBED
OWNER/operators
save
onfuelcosts.Aunlessmiles• for morepay.
ElevenWestern
states- homeeveryweek.
Expressway
STStoll-freeat 1-866-274-3695
- Dean(ext. 28)or Jeann,e(ext.19)

ByAnthony
J.fisher

Good
entries,
dealing
with everything from 1neeting
the new USU
president
to recounting
votes, but
the nod goes to the gag dropped
in
by KIRKLYN SMITH. His caption
is
shown
below-. Keep trying and you,
too, can win!

II Gare
1m11rsana1111
RIiis. .
Plenty more

,oMJ:'~

at

www.statesman.usu.edu.

,Lr,k

Off TN£ DU,k!

HEY. LOO~ MY SHADOWIS GROWING!

(Y9ER
SNOOP

C2000 Tnbune Media services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

" ... Would you and your wife like
to go for a little ride? ... "

MO'k~loe. tMatn aoneltJernMetne
R,-fr,e. Underpreeeure
from
Congreee
andfederalregulatore,
movie
atudloeandtheaterownera
arecontemplating
a
propoaal
to refonnthe32-year-old
filmratingeyetem
to giveparentamorelnfonnatlon
aboutthe contentof
R-rateamovlee.
http-J
/waehlr,etonpoet.corn/wp-¥/artkiNI
A52132·
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